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This thesis studies a variational approach to extract information about turbulent 
flows directly from the governing equations. We develop a numerical technique for 
solving the optimal equations of the background method of Constantin-Doering- 
Hopf. We use this to calculate the optimal solution for the problem of plane Couette 
flow and estimate that the energy dissipation rate e<0.008553 as Re --+ 00 in units 
of V3/d. Busse's assumption that the optimal solutions are independent of the 
streamwise coordinate is verified by a three-dimensional eigenvalue calculation. We 
extend the standard background method to include a lineax stability constraint on 
the optimal mean profile. The Euler-Lagrange equations are deduced, a solution 
programme is described and preliminaxy findings are discussed. 
Our numerical technique is then applied to finding the solution which maximises 
the heat transport to the infinite Prandtl number convection problem studied by 
Chan. Two boundary conditions are considered; no-slip and stress-free. We also use 
a method of Otero, with an enlarged set of test functions having non-zero channel- 
interior gradient, to calculate simple conservative estimates of the optimal asymp- 
totic scaling of the global heat transport. We find that for the no-slip problem we 
can estimate the dimensionless heat transport Nu <- 0.139Ra 1/3 as Ra --+ oo. For 
the stress-free problem we cannot discern the asymptotic scaling for the optimal 
solution but instead with the aid of the conservative estimate we can deduce that 
Nu < C2Ra^f as Ra --+ oo where 2/5 < -y < 5/12 and C2 is a constant. 
Our development of these two physical problems illuminates features of the dual- 
ity relationship between the optimum theory of Howard-Busse and the background 
method of Constantin-Doering. We conclude that a worthy future direction for study 
of these variational problem, is in making extensions using additional constraints rig- 
orously derived from the governing equations or based on empirical hypothesis. 
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Scaling laws appear almost everywhere in the mathematical study of the macroscopic 
behaviour of physical systems. The details of a scaling law often gives insight into the 
underlying principles governing the fundamental mechanisms of a complex system. 
Scaling laws are studied in such diverse subjects as the biological sciences where, for 
example, scaling in cell populations is inferred from the underlying nutrients network 
in an organ; or in financial markets where price changes follow power-laws due to 
the aggregate effect of interacting agents. In a complex system experiencing both 
temporal and spatial fluctuations the small scale behaviour may look tremendously 
complicated; while aggregate properties follow a simple law such as a pure power law 
as a function of a control parameter. Turbulence in fluid flows is a phenomenon which 
exhibits strong spatial intermittency of local structure; flows have both spots of 
strong vorticity and of quiescence: while the global properties of the turbulence, the 
turbulent statistics, are believed to follow scaling laws as a function of the Reynolds 
number of the flow. 
Classical turbulence research, with major contributors such as von Karman, Kol- 
mogorov, Prandtl and Taylor (for details see either Tennekes & Lumley (1972), Frisch 
(1995) or Pope (2000)) focuses mainly on statistical analysis of the small-scales of 
motion in a turbulent fluid. The canonical flow setup often investigated by tur- 
bulence researchers is unbounded three-dimensional flow with some form of body 
forcing to sustain a turbulent flow. Intuitive physical arguments and dimensional 
analysis, without mathematical foundation or analytical derivation, axe used to es- 
1 
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tablish power-laws for spectral statistics and correlation functions. Experimental 
data plays a key role in validating hypotheses. One of the most notable predictions 
(due to Kolmogorov and Obukhov) based on dimensional analysis is that the energy 
spectrum of a 3-D turbulent flow behaves as k-5/3 over a wide range of wavenum- 
bers k. The great Russian Mathematician A. N. Kolmogorov once said of turbulence 
"that there is no chance to develop a closed purely mathematical theory". Even so, 
he and several other eminent turbulence researchers suggested semi-empirical hy- 
potheses which were based on expressions for mean velocity components derived 
from the Navier-Stokes equations and supplemented with a 'closure hypothesis' for 
the Reynolds stress. A notable achievement of semi-empirical analysis of laxge-scale 
properties of turbulence is the logarithmic friction law for shear flows which implies 
that the energy dissipation is not independent of viscosity v; the prediction is that 
it vanishes proportional to [log(11V)]-2 as v -+ 0 when all other parameters are held 
fixed. 
In the past couple of decades, mathematicians, axmed with the tools of func- 
tional analysis, have worked on rigorously deriving some of the results of turbulence 
earlier based on only phenomenological arguments, directly from the Navier-Stokes 
equations (henceforth denoted NSE); for example see Doering & Gibbon (1995) or 
Fbias, Manley, Rosa & Ternam (2001). This modern approach is a complementary 
technique to the statistical or dimensional analysis methods. Semi-empirical theories 
are obviously capable of making bolder predictions than rigorous analysis due to the 
use of uncontrolled approximations in the former, however, it is certainly interesting 
to see exactly what aspects of fluid turbulence can be derived from only rigorous 
analysis. 
Much interest also surrounds the practical problems of fluid dynamics, such as 
thermal convection or shear flows. For mathematical simplicity, the flow domain 
is extended to an infinite layer; or equivalently horizontal periodicity for all flow 
fields is assumed. Engineering type questions associated with the global nature of a 
turbulent flow are studied by theoreticians. An example of such a question is: how 
does turbulence change the heat transport properties of a layer of fluid being heated 
from below? Theories may be based on integral moments of the governing equations 
- for example the power constraints which axe the first moments of the NSE or of 
2 
the Boussinesq equations for convection - that describe the time evolution of global 
quantities. In the absence of a method for solving the NSE at high Reynolds number 
scientists have become adept at making hypotheses about such equations. Indeed, 
in the combined experimental and theoretical papers of Malkus (1954a, b), two im- 
portant theories axe postulated which are historically the original inspiration for the 
research axea of "Bounds on Turbulent Transport" from which this thesis is borne. 
Malkus's theories relate to the mean properties of a turbulent flow, specifically con- 
vection in an infinite layer heated from below, without resolution of, or reference 
to, local details of the fluid flow. The first hypothesis is that amongst all possible 
solutions of the governing equation the realised flow is the one which maximises the 
heat transport across the layer. The second hypothesis is that the smallest scale of 
motion is determined by being just neutrally stable as an infinitesimal perturbation 
on the mean field. The maximum heat transport problem will hereafter be referred 
to as Malkus's first theory and the linear stability problem on the mean field will be 
referred to as Malkus's second theory. 
Malkus's first theory can be reduced to a simplified hypothesis that solutions 
maximise the heat transport even amongst fields which satisfy only a small number 
of integral consequences of the governing equations. The validity of this reduction is 
based on the proposition that the critical elements of these equations axe contained 
in the small set of integral constraints. Owing to the absence of analytical solutions 
to the governing equations, this reduced problem was felt to be a natural first step 
towards testing Malkus's first theory. Thus in the paper Howard (1963) the first 
mathematical formulation of the maximum heat transport problem was made, and 
a variational problem was solved for two different groups of constraint. First, Howard 
showed that amongst fields which satisfy the two power constraints of the Boussinesq 
equations, but without including incompressibility, the solution maximising the heat 
transport' has associated heat transport which scales as Ral/2. With the imposition 
of the differential incompressibility-constraint and the power constraints, Howard 
showed that for fields with a single horizontal mode2 the maximum attainable heat 
'This maximiser will often be referred to as the optimal solution of the Euler-Lagrange equations 
for the variational problem. 
2Howard conjectured that the minimum of his variational functional F, or equivalently the 
maximum heat transport, was achieved by a solution with a single horizontal modes. This conjecture 
was later found to be true only for a limited range of the Rayleigh number in Busse (1969b). 
3 
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transport scales as Ra3/8. Howard concluded that since the mean properties of 
the maximising flows were found to resemble mean properties of real flows then the 
results tended to support Malkus's first hypothesis. The subject of calculating upper 
bounds on global transport quantities at high Rayleigh numbers was thus born in 
Howard's 1963 theoretical paper. 
Howard's variational problem which included the incompressibility constraint 
was further developed in Busse (1969b). Busse found that the assumption that the 
optimal solution has only a single horizontal wavenumber was not globally valid 
for all values of the Rayleigh number. Instead, the maximiser undergoes transition 
from a single wavenumber solution to a two wavenumber solution and so on ad 
infinitum, with many nested boundary layers for high Rayleigh numbers. This class 
of optimal solution with a multiple boundary-layer structure has since been termed 
the multi-a solution in the literature 3. The upper bound on the heat transport 
attained by this enlarged solution set scales as Ra 1/2 in common with Howard's first 
exact result which disregarded incompressibility, albeit with a much lower numerical 
coefficient. Busse's theory is an asymptotic result involving matching of the Euler- 
Lagrange equations in the three different regions of each of the nested boundaxy 
layers. In his paper he states that: "there are strong reasons [ ... ] that this class of 
solution describes the correct upper bound on the heat transport among all possible 
solutions of the Euler equations". This statement will be validated in Chapter 2 
of this thesis by solving the Euler-Lagrange equations numerically. The realisation 
that the single-k solution is the first member of the multi-k class of solution implies 
that the exponent of the empirically measured heat transport must be a function of 
the Rayleigh number also: starting at 3/8 and rising to 1/2 with increasing Rayleigh 
number. 
Over the next two decades, after Howard first formulated a theory to test 
Malkus's principles, research progressed swiftly. Busse coined the phrase Opti- 
mum Theory for the burgeoning field4 and extended the theory to turbulent shear 
flows in Busse (1970), while Chan (1971) applied the multi-k technique to infi- 
nite Prandtl number convection. Both Howard and Busse published review articles 
'Note that Busse denoted the spanwise wavenumber by a, while in this thesis we use k and 
hence we use the terminology multi-k instead. 
4 The underlying approach is also referred to as the Howard-Busse (or HB) method. 
4 
on the progress in the axea; see Howaxd (1972) and Busse (1978). The consensus 
view on Malkus's first theory was that no maximum transport principle exists for 
heat transport, or analogously momentum transport for shear flows, but that in- 
stead turbulent flows should be interpreted in terms of the stability of the viscous 
boundary-layer. In Busse (1978) one can find a complete discussion of the state of 
the reseaxch area towaxd the end of the 1970s, with a nice discussion of the complex 
multi-k solution technique and the problems to which it had been applied. Mirbu- 
lence is often synonymous with a flow structure of many coupled modes and with 
discrete transitions particularly in turbulent convection. The multi-k solutions show 
a strong resemblance to this picture of turbulence but not to a 'fully developed' tur- 
bulent state with a continuous spectrum of wavenumbers. Howaxd's review article is 
a rather graceful account of the application of vaxiational calculus in fluid dynamics 
and of 'turbulence theories'. Instead of solving the Euler-Lagrange equations for the 
Howard-Busse problem in plane Couette flow he uses direct functional estimates to 
derive upper bounds on the single-k and double-k solutions, which support Busse's 
predictions, but without resulting to a lboundary-layer' approach. The conclusion of 
Howard's paper, was that more comprehensive direct methods were needed in order 
to simplify the procedure of calculating upper bound estimates, and that a feasibility 
study of numerical methods for calculating the exact optimal solution was called for. 
The answer to these wishes came towards the end of the twentieth century in the 
form of the background method for calculating upper bounds on turbulent transport 
communicated by Doering and Constantin. 
The so-called 'background method' was initially introduced in the letter Doer- 
ing & Constantin (1992) as a method to upper bound the energy dissipation in 
plane Couette flow "making no a priori assumptions about the flow or its spectrum 
and using only elementary functional estimates". This constituted a radical shift in 
the subject of establishing maximum transport properties for turbulent flows. The 
analysis initially evolved out of research into the regulaxity properties of the Navier- 
Stokes equations. The method uses a decomposition of the velocity field due to Hopf 
(1941), which sepaxates the velocity into a background field assuming the boundary 
conditions but otherwise free, and a fluctuation field satisfying homogeneous bound- 
axy conditions. The method is therefore also termed the Constantin-Doering-Hopf 
5 
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method5. In the trio of papers: Doering & Constantin (1994); Constantin & Doering 
(1995); Doering & Constantin (1996), the background method is applied to plane 
Couette flow, Poiseuille flow and thermal convection. Using the background method 
Constantin and Doering were able to make rigorous estimates on Busse's multi-k 
asymptotic upper bounds. For example, the multi-k maximum heat transport scal- 
ing of Ral/2 for Howard's problem with incompressibility, was derived rigorously in 
Doering & Constantin (1996). 
The essential difference between the two variational problems is that the HB 
method seeks to maximise a functional over divergence free fields satisfying Dirich- 
let boundary conditions - thus only the maximiser is a rigorous upper bound on 
the flow quantity - while the CDH method is a minimisation problem over a set of 
competitor fields (the background fields) and any member of this competitor fields 
yields a rigorous upper bound. It is elementary, using the CDH method, to find 
principle scaling laws by computing conservative estimates using trial function rep- 
resentatives for the background field and simple functional estimates. In the CDH 
formulation the competitor fields axe those background fields which satisfy a con- 
straint, termed the 'spectral constraint'6, which is a function of the divergence free 
fluctuation fields. We will use the terminology that a background field is SC-stable 
if it satisfies the spectral constraint and SC-neutral if it only marginally satisfies 
the constraint; i. e. being on the boundary of the admissible set. It is the spectral 
constraint which makes possible both direct estimation of the optimal upper bound 
for the variational problem, and a neat programme for a numerical calculation of 
the optimal solution. The geometry of the spectral constraint, in terms of Hilbert 
space theory, implies that there is a unique solution to the Euler-Lagrange equations 
which is SC-neutral. 
The CDH method was extended to include an additional optimisation parame- 
ter, called the balance parameter, by Nicodemus, Grossmann & Holthaus (1997a), 
which resulted in an improvement to the pre-factor of the upper bound published 
in Doering & Constantin (1994) by a factor of 27/32. The parameter was more 
significant than is evidenced from this slight improvement. With this extra balance 
5This will be abbreviated to the CDH method in future. 
'The term 'spectral constraint' will be abbreviated to SC in future chapters. 
6 
parameter the duality of the HB and CDH methods was proved by Kerswell (1997, 
1998,2001) for the case of shear flow and thermal convection with arbitrary Prandtl 
number. These papers consolidated all of the results and techniques available from 
the two individual methods: Howard's single-k solutions; Busse's multi-k solutions; 
Constantin and Doering's direct estimates of upper bounds using test functions; and 
latterly numerical techniques. 
Numerical methods have previously been employed to solving the optimal equa- 
tions of the HB method, and in determining conservative estimates of the optimal 
bound in the CDH method. In Vitanov & Busse (1997), a solution to the Euler- 
Lagrange equations of the HB method was computed for the thermal convection 
problem with stress-free boundaxies. Solutions of the Euler-Lagrange equations 
with between one and three horizontal wavenumbers were computed and the solu- 
tion with the laxgest associated heat transport was selected as optimal. We will see 
that the selection procedure for the optimiser can be put on a firmer footing within 
the framework of the CDH method with the aid of the spectral constraint. 
The first paper to use numerical techniques to improve conservative estimates 
on the optimal bound via the CDH method was Nicodemus et al. (1998a). En- 
hancement to the original estimate in Doering & Constantin (1994) was made by 
considering a more general form of the background field, namely quadratic profiles 
of two parameters. Their numerical technique involved optimising over the two pa- 
rameters in order to find the lowest value of the upper bound for which the test 
function was SC-stable. Implementation of the spectral constraint was a little com- 
plicated owing to the complexity of background fields. A more efficient method 
of determining the SC-stability, valid for piecewise-linear test functions, is given in 
Otero (2002). 
It is clear that, while the Optimum Theory began in order to study the rele- 
vance of Malkus's first theory, with the discovered of the complementaxy background 
method the subject has flourished into diverse application. The methods have been 
used to set phenomenological predictions on a firmer footing and to complement 
direct numerical simulations and experimentation in practical fluid flows. Compar- 
ison of the optimal solution structure with empirical data has shown qualitative 
agreement with the turbulent mean profile and its fluctuations, even though quanti- 
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tatively solutions do not match with realised flows. Success has been found in using 
the method as a stage for testing theories of turbulence, for instance in Otero et aL 
(2002) the effect of reformulating the boundary conditions in thermal convection is 
considered, while in Kerswell (2000) the effects of imposing a minimum lengthscale 
parallel to the plates in a shear flow problem is investigated. First steps have also 
been made towards extending the standard variational method to include more con- 
straints derived from the Navier-Stokes equations, thereby closing the gap between 
theory and reality, in Kerswell & Sowaxd (1996), Nicodemus et aL (1999), Kerswell 
(2000), Ierley & Worthing (2001). 
In this thesis, we take advantage of the CDH method to develop a numerical pro- 
gramme for solving the optimal equations of the background method which utilises 
the spectral constraint to enable bifurcation between solution branches. In Chapter 
2 we apply this technique to the plane Couette flow variational problem 7 first consid- 
ered in Busse (1970). In Chapter 3 we demonstrate that Busse's two-dimensionality 
hypothesis for the optimal fluctuation fields is indeed sound. Leading on from this, 
we show how to extend the standard PCF bounding problem to consider mean pro- 
files which are only maxginally stable to infinitesimal disturbances, in order to test 
Malkus's second hypothesis. Our discussion will include preliminary results of the 
full optimal solution and future outlook. 
In Chapters 4 and 5, we will look at the problem of thermal convection at 
infinite Prandtl number. This problem has been studied both using the HB and 
CDH methods, but they disagree on the limiting exponent of the upper bound on 
the heat transport. We look at both no-slip and stress-free boundary conditions; 
most of the literature concerns the no-slip condition while the stress-free optimal 
scaling is unknown. We use the conservative bound techniques reported in Otero 
(2002) and draw compaxison between optimal results and conservative estimates of 
the optimal bound. We will see that the conservative estimates nicely complement 
the optimal solutions. 
In Chapter 6 we derive some miscellaneous theoretical results which shall provide 
general insight into the 1113 and CDH variational problems. 
7Later we will abbreviate plane Couette flow to PCF. (Note that this problem is sometimes 
simply called shear flow, while plane Poiseuille flow is called channel flow. ) 
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Shear flow CDH problem: 
Optimal solution 
Improved upper bound on the energy dissipation rate in plane 
Couette flow: The full solution to Busse's problem and the 
Constantin-Doering-Hopf problem with one-dimensional 
background field 
S. C. Plasting and R. R. Kerswell 
Department of Mathematics, University of Bristol, Bristol, BS8 1TW, UK 
Published in the Journal of Fluid Mechanics: Plasting & Kerswell (2003). 
We present an improved upper bound on the energy dissipation rate in plane Couette 
flow. This is achieved through the numerical solution of the 'background field' 
variational problem formulated by Constantin and Doering with a one-dimensional 
unidirectional background field. The upper bound presented here both exhausts the 
bounding potential of the one-dimensional background field problem and also solves 
the provably equivalent problem formulated by Busse. The solution is calculated 
up to asymptotically laxge Reynolds number where we can estimate that the energy 
dissipation rate e :50.008553 as Re --+ oo (in units of V3 Id where V is the velocity 
difference across the plates separated by a distance d and Re = Vd1v, v kinematic 
viscosity). This represents a 21% improvement over the previous best value due 
to Nicodemus et al. Comparison is drawn between this numerical solution and the 
so-called multi-alpha asymptotic solutions discovered by Busse. 
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2.1 Introduction 
One of the few tools open to the theoretician interested in high-Reynolds number tur- 
bulence is a variational approach which strives to produce rigorous inequality infor- 
mation directly from the governing equations. Although over 40 years old (Malkus, 
1954a, 1956; Howard, 1963), the approach has enjoyed a resurgence of interest re- 
cently with the discovery of a new alternative technique (Doering & Constantin, 
1992,1994; Constantin & Doering, 1995; Doering & Constantin, 1996; Nicodemus, 
Grossmann & Holthaus, 1997a) based upon a mathematical device going back to 
Hopf (1941). This 'background method', as it has been christened, is now known 
to produce the complementary variational problem to the classical Euler-Lagrange 
approach pioneered by Howard (1963,1972,1990) and Busse (1968a, b, 1969a, b, 
1970,1978) (see Kerswell, 1997,1998,2001). This has been an important develop- 
ment since new rigorous bounds have emerged which have improved previous bounds 
(those not including incompressibility as a constraint, Howard, 1963; Busse, 1968a) 
and put other better bound estimates (incorporating incompressibility) on a firmer 
footing. 
This is nowhere more true than in bounding the energy dissipation rate, 6, in 
the canonical shear flow problem of plane Couette flow. Over thirty years ago, 
Busse (1970) set up an Euler-Lagrange problem to maximise the energy dissipa- 
tion rate possible for a velocity field which satisfied the dynamical constraints of 
mean momentum balance and the global power balance together with the kinematic 
constraints of incompressibility and the boundaxy conditions. Since this proved an- 
alYtically intractable, he developed a multiple-boundary-layer approach to estimate 
the asymptotically large Reynolds number limit. Working within the space of almost 
periodic functions, Busse considered a variational solution consisting of a countable 
number of Fourier modes with each mode having its own boundary layer struc- 
ture. Then using considerable ingenuity, he secured the estimate CB,,,., e ; ýý 1/99.7 
as Re --+ oo of the true maximum Ebound for these constraints (measured in inviscid 
units of V31d where V is the velocity difference across the plates separated by a 
distance d and Re = Vd1v, v kinematic viscosity). Although his problem was one 
of maximisation, Busse argued that this estimate was nevertheless a strict upper 
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bound on the true bound 6bound because the terms he neglected as being higher 
order would all tend to lower the dissipation estimate. Unfortunately, technical dif- 
ficulties associated with his analysis (the nestled boundary layers do not sepaxate 
asymptotically in the required distinguished limit) meant that it was unclear how 
good an estimate this was and in the absence of accompanying numerical solutions, 
the way forward was uncertain. This coupled with the complexity of the analysis 
meant interest in the approach waned. 
However, twenty years later, in the first application of their new method, Doer- 
ing & Constantin (1992) derived the first cleaxly rigorous upper bound 6 :ý 1/11.3 
(as Re --+ oo) in the plane Couette problem. This was later improved by Gebhardt, 
Grossmann, Holthaus & L6hden (1995) down to c< 1/12.7 by using a better trial 
background field and to c :5 1/15.1 by Nicodemus et al. (1997a, b) who found a way 
of further optimising the formulation. Then Nicodemus et al. (1998a, b) developed a 
sophisticated trial function approach to explore the method for finite Re and man- 
aged to lower the asymptotic value down even further to e :5 1/92.0 by extensive 
numerical calculations. At this point, it had become clear that the best bound that 
could emerge from the Constantin-Doering-Hopf one-dimensional background prob- 
lem (optimised by Nicodemus et al., 1997a) corresponded exactly with that available 
in Busse's original problem (Kerswell, 1997,1998). With this realisation, the fact 
that Nicodemus et al. 's result was so close to Busse's provided some reassurance 
that his multiple-boundaxy-layer technique was effective. 
To properly resolve this issue, however, requires a complete solution of the vari- 
ational problem to find the asymptotic value Of Ebound. The main purpose of this 
paper is to describe this calculation. The optimal vaxiational solution which emerges 
is compared with Busse's multiple-boundary-layer estimate in order to indicate how 
effective an analytic tool his approximation is. This has important implications for 
other variational problems where Busse's technique still offers the only theoretical 
way of gaining insight but where complementaxy numerical computations have not 
been done. 
There axe also other interesting issues that need to be addressed. Firstly, neither 
Busse's multiple-boundaxy-layer ansatz or the trial function approach adopted by 
Nicodemus et al. (1998a, b), which artificially restricted the form of the background 
11 
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field profile and fluctuation field, were able to allow the precise form of the opti- 
mal flow to emerge. Of particular interest is identifying whether the optimal mean 
flow profile develops a logaxithmic-type layer just outside the viscous sublayer neax 
the boundaries thereby mimicking realised flows. One of the motivations behind 
constructing such variational problems above and beyond the bounds themselves 
is learning whether the corresponding optimal solution bears any resemblance to 
realised flows. If it does in the case of plane Couette flow, then it is reasonable to 
speculate that the flow may be trying to maximise the energy dissipation or equiva- 
lently the momentum transport across the plates. The fact that asymptotically both 
Busse's trial solution and the Nicodemus et al. solution develop a 1-sheax across 4 
the interior of the flow is highly suggestive that the true optimal solution does also, 
but neither can say anything about the potentially delicate structure of the optimal 
solution at the boundary. This issue has recently become more prominent with the 
realisation that the optimal background field for the maximal energy dissipation rate 
problem also solves a whole suite of neighbouring vaxiational problems addressing 
more general functionals of the dissipation and its component parts (see Kerswell, 
2002). 
Secondly, it is uncleax which of the features of the upper bound for finite Re 
that emerged in the work of Nicodemus et al. (1998a) axe true to the optimal bound 
solution. Most notable amongst these is the surprising global minimum in their 
bound at Re 740 (see figure 8 Nicodemus et al., 1998a). Busse's asymptotic so- 
lution indicates that the optimal solution should contain an ever increasing number 
of wavenumbers in the fluctuation part of the velocity field as Re increases whereas 
Nicodemus et al. allow only two. The influence of this limitation waxrants investi- 
gation. 
Given these motivations, then, we describe how to solve the full one-dimensional 
background field variational problem completely up to asymptotically laxge Reynolds 
numbers. This calculation finally solves an important variational problem first for- 
mulated over 30 yeaxs ago by Busse (Busse, 1970). 
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2.2 Formulation of the variational problem 
We wish to consider the system of plane Couette flow in which a fluid layer is sheared 
by two parallel plane plates a distance d apart with constant relative velocity V. 
The dimensional governing equations are 
au* 
+ u*. lv*u* + lv* p*=V, 7*2U*, ä -t* (2.1) 
V*. u*=0, u*(x*, y*, ±ld)=: FIV. c' 22 
where the starred variables axe dimensional variables, v is the kinematic viscosity, 
iý denotes the unit vector in the x-direction and the parallel plates are positioned at 
z* =±1d. The domain of the fluid is the infinite layer (x*, y*, z*) E R2 x [- 1 d, 1 a] 222 
where x is the strearnwise, y the spanwise and z the wall-normal coordinate. All 
variables are assumed periodic in the horizontal directions. 
We non-dimensionalise distances by the plate separation d and time by the vis- 
cous diffusion time scale d21V so that the equations become 
au 
A( ät +U. VU+VP_V2U=o, 
(2.2) 
V-u=O, u(x, y, ±. 1)=: F! Rei, 22 
where Re: = Vd1v. Defining bulk averaging and horizontal averaging as 
+1/2 
((. )) :=f dz (. ) := 
--1/2 
+1/2 f 
dz liM ý-Ll 
_ 1/2 
L., L, --ýoo XLI, 




the non-dimensionalised, long-time-averaged energy dissipation rate per unit mass 
may be written as 
0 
d4 1 jT 
V(IV*U*12 
1T 
(IVU12 - lim -) dt = lim 7; ) dt. (2.4) ý73- T-. +oo T0 T-oo 
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In terms of inviscid units, where we non-dimensionalise distance by d and time by 




lim -) dt W-3. (2.5) V3- T-oo T0e 
We derive the Constantin-Doering-Hopf variational problem (henceforth abbre- 
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where the field av is a Lagrange multiplier which imposes the governing equations 
and the real constant a is included for comparison with earlier work on the back- 
ground field method. The objective is to find the maximum stationary value of C 
over u, v and a which corresponds to the maximum dissipation rate over all possible 
solutions to the governing equations. In the CDH problem the Lagrange multiplier 
field v and the velocity field u axe connected via a background field 0 
O(Z). ýý := U(X, t) - V(X, t) (2.7) 
where 0 is a one-dimensional function independent of time which takes up the bound- 
ary conditions, 0(±! ) = :: F.! Re. It should be stressed that 0 is not necessarily equal 22 
to the horizontal average of u. This decomposition of u into a 'background field' 
satisfying the boundary conditions and a 'fluctuation field' that is incompressible 
and satisfies homogeneous boundary conditions is known as the Hopf decomposition 
(Hopf, 1941). By forcing this relationship between u and v, the constraints imposed 
by v are now only the total power balance and horizontally averaged momentum 
balance in the ii-direction. This can be seen by substituting v=u- Oý into (2.6) 
and rearranging to get 
0 
T2 
L= JiM (IVU12) 
f1 
-7-dz dt a (u -Aý + aoA 
1 
T-oo 02 
A( denotes the Navier-Stokes equations (see 2.2) with first component JVj, a is 
the Lagrange multiplier for the total power balance integral for the Navier-Stokes 
equations and 0 is the Lagrange multiplier for the horizontally-averaged momentum 
balance in the! i direction. 
With the change of variables u= Oýc + v, L can be written as 
a 
,C= 
(012) _ IiM 
1 fT 
(aviv3o'+ (a - 1)lVvl' - (a - 2)vO") dt (2-8) T--*oo T0 
(where implicitly V-v= 0). At this stage the key observation is that if 0 can be 
chosen such that L has a maximum over all v, then this value will bound the true 
dissipation rate c since any realisable u which satisfies the Navier-Stokes equations 
can still be reached by some v. Minimising the maximum over allowable 0 then 
produces the best such upper bound. It turns out that this is equivalent to finding 
the laxgest saddle point value of L (see Kerswell, 1998) which can be accomplished 
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by considering only stationary solenoidal fluctuation fields v. With linIT-oo(l/T) 
dropped from (2.8), the Euler-Lagrange equations for a, 0 and v are 
51C 
:= _(IVVI2 + 01VIV3 _ 011V1 0, (2.9) ý-a 
91C 
To- :=2.0" + aVlV3 + (a - 2)Vl' 0, (2.10) 
V3 
2(a - 1)V2V - ao' 0+ Vp + (a - 2)0". ii = 0. Jv 
VIJ 
If we take the mean part of equation (2.11) and use the incompressibility condition 
on v we discover that the fluctuation field can be split into a mean part Pl-(z)X- and 
a mean-less part P 0). Equation (2.11) then splits into two, one homogeneous 
and one inhornogeneous equation, namely 
V3 
if- 
1)V2p T := 2(a - -ao' 0 +Vg=O, (2.12) v v 
Jlc 
:= 2(a - i)-of + (a - 2)(ý' = 0. (2.13) 
This latter equation can be integrated twice to 
a-2 Vi = -ý(a 1) 
[0 + Rez] (2.14) 
after applying the boundary conditions for 0 and v, so that the mean flow of the 




(o + Re z) - Re (2.15) 
I 
-- ZI 
Defining anew parameter A: = a/(a-1) and rescaling the pressure field jý--+ (a -1)- P 
we can transform the remaining equations for the optimal field (2.9), (2.10) and (2.12) 
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+ Re) = 
'VI V3 - (P1 P3), (2.17) 2 
V3 
2V2D_, \01 0 +VP=(), (2.18) 
Vi- 
V-P=0, (2.19) 
where (2.16) has been written for optimal numerical conditioning (see Appendix A 
for the derivation). Substituting (2.14) into the expression for L gives 
A ((0'+ Re)2) + Re 2 (2.20) 4(A - 1) 
where := (IVL; 12) + A(PlP30'). A stationary value of L is an upper bound 
on e if the minimum of the quadratic form [1/(, \ -= (a - 1)( JVPJ 
2)+ 
a(PIP30') exists over the set V := Iv IV-v=0, V=0, v(x, y, ±1 0}. This 2 
means that both a>1 and the so-called 'spectral' constraint 
Ho"'(p) ý: VP EV (2.21) 
must be satisfied if the stationary value of L, calculated through solving Equations 
(2.16-2-19), is to be an upper bound on E. The Euler-Lagrange equation for P, 
(2.18), implies that Ho,. (P) =0 at every stationaxy point of C but only the largest 
(unique) stationary value satisfies the spectral constraint (see Section 2.4 of Kerswell, 
1998). 
Hence the upper bound which emerges from the CDH problem is 
x2 
)2) 2 + Re + Re (2.22) 
where 0 and A along with an associated fluctuation field P satisfy (2.16-2.19) to- 
gether with the spectral constraint. 
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2.3 Solution Technique 
In all studies to date no solution of the full set of Euler-Lagrange equations has 
been attempted. Instead test functions for 0 have been constructed and functional 
inequalities on Ro,. used to verify the spectral constraint (Doering & Constantin, 
1992; Gebhaxdt et al., 1995; Nicodemus; et al., 1997a). One notable exception to this 
is the work by Nicodemus et al. (1998a) which employs a sophisticated background 
trial profile with several degrees of freedom and solves the spectral constraint numer- 
ically allowing fluctuation fields with up to two spanwise wavenumbers. It remains 
unclear how close their solution is to the full solution. 
In this section we will discuss how a numerical solution to equations (2.16-2.19) 
can be made using the method of pseudo-spectral collocation (see Boyd, 2001) and 
how the all important spectral constraint is enforced. We assume as in previous 
studies that the optimal solution has no streamwise variation, 0, ' =0 (Busse, 1969a, 









E p--ý') cos (k. y), 
M=l 
where the hatted variables are z-dependent functions. We expand each of these 
functions together with the background field in Chebyshev polynomials as follows 
N 
O(z) = -Re z+1: 0,, U2,, (2z) (2.23a) 
n=1 
and N 




P m) p m)Tn-l (2z) (2.23c) 
n=1 
where Tn(z) is the Chebyshev polynomial, Tn(z) = cos(ncos-lz), and Un(z) is the 
modified Chebyshev polynomial defined by Un(z) = Tn+l(z) - Tn-, (z). Every Un 
satisfies homogeneous boundaxy conditions by construction 
U,, (±l) = Vn EN (2.24) 
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so this basis is a natural choice for both 0 and P. Under the assumption that the 
background field is odd in z, 0 is expanded in the odd basis {U2,, }. Also twice 
as much resolution is put in 0 than P because 0' is forced by a quadratic in P 
(see equation 2.17). The equations are collocated over the interior Chebyshev grid 
jZi = -1 cos(7r(2i - 1)1(2N)), i N}. 2 
Horizontal modes do not mix because of the lineaxity of the optimal equation 
for P (2.18) and the incompressibility constraint (2.19). Therefore these constraints 
separate into constraints on each subfield as follows 
JIC 2 p(m)) 
P3(M) 0 
2(P; (, )" - km - AO' 0+ -kmpým) = 0, (2.25a) 
-(M) ; ý(M)' vi P 
and 
(2.25b) km'V2(M) + '73(M)o 0- 
where ( )' =- d/dz. An extra equation describing the variation of L with horizontal 
wavenumber k,, is now required to close the system of optimal equations. Expression 
(2.20) with the incompressibility constraint explicitly included is: 
A2 )2) 2 L Re + Re A1 
Pio"\(P) + P)] - 
Written in terms of P(') and k.. we have 
LA+ Re) 2) + Re 2 4(A - 1) 






where P(n) ýý2(m), P3(m)], from which we can readily derive the km variation 
km(jL; (m) 12 
(m)) 
= 0' )+ 12 
Om)ýý2 (2.26) 
Jk, n 
The only mixed mode terms in the solution of the optimal equations occur on 
the right hand sides of equations (2.16-2.17). These equations are now 
mI 





Re E (PI 
M=l m 
- M)ýý(M)) A(O'+ Re) [PI (2.28) (m)V3(7n) - (Vl( 3 
M=l 
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(The .1 multiplying the left hand side of equation (2.17) has cancelled with one 2 
coming from integrating COS2 (k,, y). ) The fact that 0' is even in z means that 
solutions to (2.25a) and (2.25b) can be sought with the pair (-(m) P, 
(m)) 
even in V1 13 
z and odd in z, and vice versa. Our numerical solution of the CDH 
problem proceeds in two paxts. 
(i) Continuation calculation from the Energy Stability point 
We employ a numerical continuation program called PITCON (Rheinboldt & Burkaxdt, 
1983a, b) to continue the solution of the Euler-Lagrange equations in Re from the 
Energy Stability point Re = ReEs, when the laminar flow state ceases to be the 
global attractor for the Navier-Stokes equation (see Joseph, 1976), through succes- 
sive spanwise wavenumber bifurcations, up to asymptotically high Reynolds number. 
One can show that up to ReES the optimal solution of the CDH problem is the lam- 
inar solution O(z) = -Re z. First this 0, arbitrary a and P=0 trivially solve the 
Euler-Lagrange equations. Second the spectral constraint for laminar 0 and a= oo 
(or equivalently A= 1) is 
(IN7r, 12) 
- Re(PlP3) ý: 0 VP EV (2.29) 
which is the condition that the laminar flow is globally asymptotically stable and 
holds for Re <- ReEs. At ReES = 82.65, the inequality in (2.29) is made marginal by 
an eigenfunction P= PES(Z) with the critical horizontal wavenumber kES = 3.117. 
The continuation procedure starts by setting kj = kES and L; (') = APES, and 
adjusting either the amplitude A or the stepsize in Re until convergence occurs to 
a non-trivial solution. 
(ii) The spectral constraint and incoming wavenumbers 
The second part of the calculation consists of enforcing H to be positive-semidefinite. 





_ \of 0+ -kp = tiv (2.30) 
Vl pl 
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over the space of functions V 
V=fvlkV2+V3I=0, U=O, V(Z=±')=Ol, (2.31) 2 
and verifying that p<0 for real values of k. Here the implicit assumption is made 
that only streamwise-independent velocity fields are important which is unproven 
but appears true (Busse, 1969a, 1970; Nicodernus et al., 1998a). Letting 7! (k) be the 
maximum eigenvalue of this linear eigenvalue system at a given k, it is important to 
realise that the zeros of I! correspond to fields which satisfy (2.25a-b). At Re = ReES, 
77 has a unique maximum at k= kEs (i. e. 7! (kES) = 0). However, as the continuation 
calculation proceeds by increasing Re, II(k) develops another maximum which if 
unchecked bursts through the It =0 axis (see figure 2.1). Just before this occurs, that 
is when TI: 5 0 over k and 7! (ki) = 7! (k2) =0 for ki : ýý k2, the continuation procedure 
must be stopped and the solution extended to include an extra fluctuation field P (2) 
to take account of this new marginal wavenumber. The calculation is restarted by 
shooting the solution off into the new fluctuation field 'direction', i. e. 
-(2) V, cos(k2Y) 
Pnew Pold +A -(2) (2.32) Vý sin(k2Y) 
-(2) Vi cos(k2Y) 
The two points 71(ki) and 7! (k2) are now pinned to zero through equation (2.25a) 
although the wavenumbers k, and k2 change with Re. The graph of 71(k) is again 
monitored to chedc if a third new maximum has emerged. In this way successive 
bifurcations axe found and the number of fluctuation fields in the optimal solution 
gradually increases. See Doering & Hyman (1997) for an eaxlier numerical study 
in which they see evidence of the first wavenumber bifurcation in the spectral con- 
straint. 
Supplementary to finding and incorporating incoming modes, the spectral con- 
straint eigenvalue calculation was also used as an additional test that N, the z- 
direction truncation, was sufficient, by checking that the M modes in the fluctua- 
tion field decomposition correspond to accurate zeros and maxima of the TI(k) graph. 
The spectral calculation is independent of the optimal fluctuation field depending 
only on 0 and a. So this subsidiary check of resolution is as important as checking 
20 
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A= ki 
17(k) 
Figure 2.1: Diagram showing a new wavenumber maximum passing through the 
It =0 axis. 
that a higher resolution in z produces the same global properties of the optimal so- 
lution such as the dissipation rate. The background field develops a boundary layer 
structure neax the wall which is O(11Re). As a result the truncation N required 
scales like Re 1/2 since the Chebyshev collocation points have an O(11N2) spacing 
at the walls. 
2.4 Results and comparison with asymptotic expres- 
sions 
The main result of this work is presented in figure 2.2 which shows how the full- 
solution upper bound behaves as a function of Re. Also included for comparison are 
the results from the trail-function approach of Nicodemus et al. (1998a) and Busse's 
(1970) original asymptotics. The first observation is that the exact upper bound 
is indeed lower than Busse's asymptotic estimate. Furthermore, the full solution 
clearly does not possess the local minimum found by Nicodemus et al. but rather 
monotonically decreases to an asymptotic value Of Ebound = 0.008553. This plot also 
shows that the wavenumber bifurcation points are close to being evenly spaced in 
log(Re). This is a first indication that there is a self-similar structure to the spanwise 
wavenumbers which emerge as part of the solution. This is also clearly seen in figure 
2.3. Incoming wavenumbers always emerge low down in the wavenumber spectrum, 
between ki and k2 or k2 and k3. This property was also observed in a study by 
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m Re,, N 
1 82.7 8 
2 407.9 12 
3 1418.4 25 
4 4247.5 50 
5 11660.1 100 
6 30004.0 200 
7 73300.1 250 
Table 2.1: The Reynolds numbers, Re,, at which new wavenumbers emerge and 
are built into the fluctuation field, versus the total number of modes, M, and the 
truncation number in the z-direction, N, required to calculate the optimal solution. 
Vitanov & Busse (1997). 
Unfortunately, it was only possible to find the solution up until the seventh 
wavenumber bifurcation (Re = 7.33 x 104) in double precision axithmetic due to 
the sensitivity of the spectral constraint. The graph of ; 7(k) at Re = 7.33 x 104 
(figure 2.4) shows a plateauing close to the 3rd lowest wavenumber in P which 
is where the seventh wavenumber is emerging. In this region, 7! = C)(10-5 ) and 
-4) vi = 0(10) so that the right hand side of (2.30) is 0(10 whereas terms on 
the left hand side of (2.30) axe typically O(Re 2,109) near the walls. This wide 
disparity in scales means that the emerging zero of the spectral eigenvalue problem 
gets swamped and so the narrow region of convergence for a seventh wavenumber 
solution is unattainable. Also at this stage the numerical effort is beginning to 
become an issue. At Re = 7.32 x 104 with N= 230 and six wavenumbers, there 
were 5758 equations to be solved and every Newton-Raphson convergence took 
an hour on a 667MHz EV6 processor requiring 300MB of storage. An interesting 
feature of the continuation procedure was that PITCON automatically took smaller 
and smaller steps near a wavenumber bifurcation, that is, the code could sense the 
presence of an emerging wavenumber. Fortunately, the asymptotic behaviour of the 
upper bound is already clear by the seventh wavenumber bifurcation. 
Further aspects of the optimising solution are shown in figures 2.5 to 2.8. Figure 
2.5 shows how the parameter \ starts with the value 1 when Re = ReEs and then 
converges exponentially to 1 as Re --+ oo. The curve A(Re) is only CO being punctu- 2 
ated by discontinuities in the gradient as successive wavenumbers enter the optimal 
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Re 
Figure 2.2: Comparison of bounds on the long time dissipation rate c. The dashed 
line shows the dissipation rate for the laminar flow state which is a theoretical min- 
imum for e. The dotted line is the previous best bound calculated by Nicodemus 
et al. (1998a). The dash-dotted line is the asymptotic Re bound of Busse (1970) 
extrapolated to finite Reynolds number. The solid line is the improved bound cal- 
culated here, with its extension to an asymptotic limit of 0.008553 depicted by the 
thick dashed line. Points represent the position of incoming modes. The open cir- 
cles correspond to the wavenumber bifurcation points Re.. from this calculation, 
as recorded in table 2.1. The open triangle is the point at which Nicodemus et al. 
find a wavenumber degeneracy in their spectral constraint calculation, and the solid 
circles are the points of incoming wavenumbers in the multi-a solutions. 
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Figure 2.3: Bifurcation diagram for the spanwise wavenumber of the fluctuation 
field. 
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Figure 2.4: A plot of TI(k) at Re = 7.33 x 104 on a shifted logarithmic scale. 
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Figure 2.5: Logarithmic plot of the difference between the optimisation parameter 
A and its asymptotic limit 32. 
solution (see Table 1). The asymptotic limit X(oo) = 1, or equivalently a=3, 2 
is predicted by Busse's (1970) asymptotics and also emerges from the numerics of 
Nicodemus et aL (1998a). Figures 2.6 and 2.7 show the structure of the optimal 
mean profile (equation 2.15). The near-wall behaviour is emphasized in figure 2.6 
by using traditional friction units. This cleaxly shows that the optimal mean pro- 
file does not have any logarithmic region outside the viscous sublayer as observed 
experimentally. The boundary layer is tighter than for real flows and the region 
outside this is flat rather than following a logarithmic increase. Figure 2.7 shows 
the chaxacteristic Lshear through the interior (i. e. the shear is a .1 of the laminar 44 
value) which is predicted by Busse's asymptotics and found also by Nicodemus et al. 
(1998a). Figure 2.8 illustrates the self-similarity of the various velocity fields asso- 
ciated with the wavenumbers which is consistent with Busse's asymptotics. These 
fields all have the paxity of (-(m) 
Mm)) both even and both odd because 1"1 t3 Vi 
this parity of solution turned out to be the most critical in the spectral constraint. 
Further comparisons can be made with Busse's multiple boundary layer anal- 
ysis which identifies the asymptotic behaviour of N boundary layer trial-function 
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Figure 2-6: Plots of the optimal solutions mean velocity in friction units for various 
values of Re. Inset we plot a comparison of the mean velocity graphs only. On 
the main axes we plot the same optimal velocity graphs against the empirically 
observed mean velocity for turbulent plane Couette flow. This is defined by a viscous 
sublayer U+ = z+ and a logarithmic region U+ = 2.5 In z+ + 5.5. Our vaxiables 
are z+ = Re, (z + 1) where the friction Reynolds number Re, = VS-1-Re, and 2 
U+ = UIU, where U is the change in mean velocity away from the wall U 
and U, = VE--1Re is the friction velocity length scale -2 
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Figure 2.7: A plot of the mean velocity profile at Re = 7.33 x 104 which clearly 
shows a channel interior gradient of Re/4, which in inviscid units is 1/4. The long 
dashed line is the laminar flow profile. This means that the mean velocity profile 
has an unphysical 1/4-shear in common with Busse's multi-a solutions. 
solutions and their corresponding upper bounds EN (Re) for NEN. Theoretically, 
each provides a lower estimate of the correct upper bound so that the highest such 
(as a function of Re) is of most interest. Figure 2.2 shows the bound corresponding 
to this estimate as Re vaxies, and since CN scales as Re-4-N , the curve is piecewise 
lineax 1. Figure 2.9 presents a comparison of the wavenumber bifurcation struc- 
ture revealed here with that predicted by Busse. There is generally good agreement 
with the asymptotics capturing the largest wavenumber (corresponding to the in- 
nermost boundary layer structure) well. On the other hand, the asymptotics fails 
to reproduce the lowest wavenumber which is almost constant and 0(l). Also by 
the largest Re reached here, the asymptotics only predict five wavenumbers in the 
solution whereas, in fact, in the true solution the seventh is just about to appear. 
'Technically, of course, Busse's results are only asymptotic but it is difficult to resist plotting 
their predictions down to finite Re nevertheless. 
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Figure 2.8: Plots of the z-dependent subfields of the fluctuation field at Re = 
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Re 
Figure 2.9: A comparison between the wavenumbers of the optimal solution and 
those in Busse's multi-a solutions. The dashed vertical lines indicate the points 
of incoming modes in the multi-a solution which are seen to occur later than the 
corresponding points for the optimal solution. 
2.5 Discussion 
This paper presents a complete solution to the CDH problem up until the seventh 
wavenumber bifurcation occurs at Re = 73,300. By this point, the asymptotic value 
of the upper bound can be predicted to be Ebound = 0.008553 thereby improving 
the previous best bound found by Nicodemus et al. (1998a) by 21%. It is also 
clear that their use of a restricted form for the background field does give rise to 
anomalous behaviour in their results. Specifically, the global minimum that they 
find at Re ;: zý 740 is not a true feature of the exact bound. We also confirm that 
Busse's multiple-boundary-layer estimate is 17% too high. This discrepancy can be 
attributed to the neglect of supposedly 'higher order' terms in the derivation of the 
multiple-boundary layer solutions. In a little known technical report Busse (1968b), 
Busse estimated that there was a possible 20% margin of error in his upper bound 
result published in 1970, that is 
11 
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Chapter 2. Shear flow CDH problem: Optimal solution 
Since we have found Ebound = 0.008553 -, 1/116.9, this estimate now looks spot on. 
More generally, we have confirmed that Busse's multiple-boundary technique for 
attacking the CDH variational problem does appear to capture the main features of 
the exact solution. These features include the fact that the solution develops an in- 
creasing number of nestled boundary layers corresponding to successive wavenumber 
bifurcations, that the velocity structures associated with each is self-similar and that 
the optimal mean flow assumes a Lshear profile. This success bodes well for other 4 
applications of this technique in different variational problems (Kerswell, 2002). We 
have also confirmed that the optimal mean profile does not exhibit a logarithmic 
layer beyond the viscous sublayer. Given the consensus view that there is vanishing 
interior shear at asymptotically large Re (although see Busse 1996 for a counter- 
view), this means that the CDH variational problem only manages to capture the 
first (fairly trivial) essence of experimentally observed turbulent mean profiles - 
a viscous sublayer - albeit perhaps a factor of 3 thinner than it should be. The 
conclusion, if any has to be drawn, is that there is no evidence to support the hy- 
pothesis that a real turbulent flow tries to optimise the momentum transport (or 
equivalently the energy dissipation rate) between the plates. 
The upper bound presented here is of the Kolmogorov form - the dissipation 
is independent of v as v --+ 0- while experimental data and heuristic scaling 
methods imply a logarithmic dependence for the limiting dissipation rate. In the 
paper Doering, Spiegel & Worthing (2000) a dissipation bound for the problem of 
plane Couette flow with suction is found which is also independent of Re in the 
limit of large Re. For that problem an exact steady solution has dissipation scaling 
exactly like the upper bound and, while there is no proof that this state is a lower 
bound on the dissipation, it is conjectured that the turbulent dissipation should 
be sandwiched between those two values and hence could not exhibit a logarithmic 
dependence on Re in the limit of laxge Re. 
We make the remark that the CDH variational problem is now exhausted. The 
best asymptotic bound calculated here (e < 0.008553) represents just over a factor 
of 10 improvement on the original estimate by Doering & Constantin (1992) (6 < 
1/8v/2_; ýe 0.08839) found 10 years ago. New constraints will have to be added if this 
result is to be improved further. 
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Finally, it is worth remarking that the new upper bound derived in this paper 
can be converted in to an upper bound for arbitrary Prandtl number Boussinesq con- 
vection in the same geometry using techniques described in Section IV of Kerswell 
(2001). The upper bound result reported here c<0.008553 as Re --+ oo is formally 
equivalent to the upper bound on the Nusselt number Nu -1<0.02634Ra 1/2 as 
Ra --+ oo. 
We are grateful to F. H. Busse for bringing his 1968b report to our attention 
and along with C. Caulfield and C. Doering for many helpful comments on this 
manuscript. Thanks also to M. Holthaus for providing the numerical data from fig- 
ure 8 of Nicodemus et al. (1998a) which is presented in our figure 2 for comparison 
purposes. We both gratefully acknowledge the support of the EPSRC. 
2. A Appendix 
We show here how to deduce expression (2.16) starting from the variational deriva- 
tive for a (equation 2-9). In what follows, we will use the formula for the mean of v 
(equation 2.14), the product (ID - SCIJL; ) =0 
(jVpj2) =-), VlV3 (2.34) 
and the equation for the background field (equation 2.17). Substituting v= v- + 'vjx 
into equation (2.9) and using equation (2.14) we find that 
(IVi; 12 +A- 
2)2 
(0'+ Re)2 + O'PiP3 +A- 
20'(0'+ 
Re» = 42 
Now by separating the product (0'+ Re)2 by using equation (2.17) once only 
2(0, (0'+ Re)2 + Re)rviv3 - (V1P3» x 
we axe lead to the following 
[(A 
-2+ 2(A 0 13 (PIP3)) + 2AO'viv3 - 2)0'(T7 - (p, Vl V3 V3 
which simplifies to 
(IVp12 + 1[ (A - 2) O'(«vTi'viý3 - (P, P3» +2 0'71 v3 
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Now exploiting (0') = -Re, which is a direct consequence of the boundary conditions 
on 0, we may rewrite this as 
+I 21 V3 - 
(2 - A)Re(PiP3)] =0 






Shear flow CDH problem: 
Additional constraints 
3.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we will present an algorithmic way of incorporating an additional 
constraint into the standaxd CDH problem for plane Couette flow, as solved in Chap- 
ter 2. There axe two clear routes to including extra information in this bounding 
problem. First, one can extend the structure of the background field 0, from a 
1-D uni-directional function to being a function of more spatial and temporal vari- 
ables or to being vector valued. This approach incorporates additional information 
directly from the governing equations; for instance with a steady two-dimensional 
background field' 0ý 01 (Xi 2)5ý + 02(Xt Z)i, the steady two-dimensional Navier- 
Stokes equations are the imposed constraints in that analysis. Constructing more 
general background fields cleaxly allows more information from the Navier-Stokes 
equations to be built into the variational problem as constraints (for further details 
see Kerswell, 1999,2001). A systematic analysis of a class of extension based upon 
including extra moments of the governing equations, built upon the Howard-Busse 
method, can be found in Ierley & Worthing (2001). 
The second route to adding extra information is to explicitly extend the La- 
grangian (2.20) in the standard CDH problem, thereby remaining within the sphere 
I With strearn-function representation 0=VxT (x, z) P. 
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of a single-valued uni-directional background field O(z). Using Lagrange multipli- 
ers to enforce additional constraints is an easy way of extending the problem of 
Chapter 2, however, new constraints must be independent of existing constraints for 
the extension to make sense. If the full set of constraints are mutually congruent, 
then the necessary alterations to the previous optimal equations can be made in a 
transparent manner. In this Chapter, the additional constraint can not be derived 
from the governing equations, but is a constraint which is hypothetical and reflects a 
weak form of Malkus's second theory (see Malkus, 1954a, 1956). We will attempt to 
construct extremising solution of the standard CDH method for plane Couette flow 
with the added constraint that the optimal mean profile is maxginally linear-stable. 
If the hypothesis that the turbulent means are only marginally stable to infinitesimal 
disturbances is true, then we would expect that our computed upper bound fit more 
closely with realised solutions and that the optimal fields should be quantitatively 
more like realised velocity fields. This project is, therefore, a test of a non-rigorous 
assumption and is not a 'rigorous' extension of the set of constraints. 
The layout of this chapter will be as follows. We will begin by attempting to 
validate Busse's assumption (first made in Busse, 1969a, for the asymptotic multi-a 
calculation) that optimal solutions of the PCF variational problem are streamwise 
independent (6ýr = 0); or equivalently that the critical eigenfunctions in the spectral 
constraint eigenvalue problem are streamwise rolls 2. Given a positive result we can 
conclude that the solutions of Chapter 2 are indeed the true extremising solutions 
and no further improvements can be made to the solution of the standard upper 
bound problem. We will then turn to investigating the linear stability of the mean 
profiles computed in Chapter 2. This exercise then naturally leads on to formulat- 
ing an extended bounding problem incorporating maxginal linear-stability as a new 
hypothetical constraint. We will derive the full set of Euler-Lagrange equations, 
describe a possible solution strategy and present preliminaxy findings. 
2 This assumption meant that in Chapter 2 we studied optimal fluctuations of the form 
V(x, y, z) = D(z)e'(""+'Y) where a=0. 
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3.2 Three-dimensional disturbance in the spectral con- 
straint 
The long standing hypothesis in bounding theory, with beginnings in the multi-a 
theory in Busse's shear flow variational problem (Busse, 1969a), is that the ex- 
tremising solutions of the variational problem are strearnwise independent - and 
therefore two-dimensional. This conjecture follows on from the absolute stability of 
plane Couette flow, for which the extremising fields have c9,,, = 0, because the spectral 
constraint is identical to absolute stability 3 except that the mean U(z) is replaced 
by AO(z). However, no proof exists for the critical eigenfunctions of the spectral 
constraint for plane Couette flow being x-independent. Let us remind ourselves of 
the spectral constraint considered in Chapter 2: given a pair (0, A) the eigenvalues; 
of the following problem are negative semi-definite 
V3 
2, V2V _ \o1 0+ 37p = MV 
Vl 
subject to V-v=0 and the no-slip boundary conditions v=0 at z= 4-11. (This 
problem is self-adjoint, and therefore admits only real eigenvalues. ) It has previously 
been taken for granted that the extremising vector fields are streamwise rolls with 
, 9_, = 0, which take this form: 
v=Vx [T (z)e"Yl] + vi (z). ýý. 
We will test this assumption for two optimal solutions calculated numerically in 
Chapter 2, one at Re = 5017.1 and another at Re = 73300, by computing a fine- 
grid (a, k) search for unstable three-dimensional perturbations. 
3.2.1 General 3-D spectral constraint 
The eigenvalue form of the spectral constraint (3-1) is equivalent to the functional 
jjo"\(V) -, ý (IVV12) + A(VlVd) (3.2) 
'We direct the reader to Drazin & Reid (1981) or Joseph (1976) for detailed studies of the 
stability properties of fluid flows. 
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being positive semi-definite for all admissible divergence-free vector fields satisfying 
Dirichlet boundary conditions. Now we are enlarging this field to include three- 
dimensional divergence free fields which take the general form: 
x 'p(x, Y, Z)2) +Vx ý(Xl Y) Z)ý. 
If we allow the following abbreviations V, 2, =0ý + i9y2, and Dam d/dz, one can 
write a corresponding two equation eigenvalue set: 
2V2 v2; + \o1172 0 
HY 
2V4V2ýg+, \0'(2V, 2 + 
, ff 
Using the decomposition 
ig(x, e'(ax+ky)(P (Z) 
and similarly for ?p this system becomes 






2(D2 _ a2 -k 2)2V + iAo'(2aDýo + ko) + iaAO"V = ji(D2 _ a2 -k 
2)ýO, 
(3.3) 
with the boundary conditions on the scalar functions being V= Dýp =0=0 at 
z= ±I. We observe that transforming k --+ -k and ?P leaves system (3.3) 2 
unchanged, which implies that the growth surface over the plane (a, k) has mirror 
symmetry in k. Also it is evident that plane Couette flow is invariant to a coordinate 
change of the form: z --+ -z and x --+ -x. That is to say, the transformation a -* -a 
and z --+ -z leave system (3.3) unchanged. Therefore, the growth surface also has 
mirror symmetry in a. 
3.2.2 Revisiting the CDH solutions 
The highest order z-derivative of system (3.3) is fourth. Therefore, in a spectral 
methods solution of (3.3) the natural choice of orthogonal polynomials to expand '0 
and V are Jacobi polynomials for which the Galerkin projection of the D4 operator 
is sparse and unconditionally stable. The optimal solutions 0 from Chapter 2 are 
converted from Chebyshev expansion to Jacobi expansion and an eigenvalue solver 
calculates the maximum eigenvalue for points in the (a, k) plane. Fine grid plots of 
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the growth surface at two different values of Re are calculated. We find that the 
maximum growth rate is indeed attained at a=0 and figures 3.1 and 3.2 illustrate 
the degree of decay away from the k-axis with surface contours equi-spaced in log 
of the growth rate. The upshot of this is that the solutions of Chapter 2 are indeed 
optimal and that Busse's original assumption of two-dimensionality is correct. 
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Figure 3.1: Plot of - lo, -10(1 + yj) for it the maximum eigenvalue of (3.3) calcu- 
lated for various pairs (a, k) for an optimal solution to the CDH problem with four 
fluctuation fields at Re = 5017.1. 
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Figure 3.2: Plot of - loc, 10(1 + Ittl) for p the maximum eigenvalue of (3.3) calcu- 00 
lated for various pairs (a, k) for an optimal solution to the CDH problem witil six 
fluctuation fields at Re = 73300. 
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3.3 Linear stability for optimal means 
Let us begin by reminding ourselves about some of the classical stability properties 
of the laminar state in plane Couette flow. Under our non-dimensional scheme, 
the energy stability point is at ReES = 82.66 and the linear stability point is at 
Re, = oo. The optimal solution bifurcates super-critically from ReES, however, 
we have shown numerically that while the optimal solutions remain marginal to 
the spectral constraint the mean profiles do not remain energy stable. Indeed, the 
spectral constraint does not imply energy stability. It is also of some interest to 
study the linear stability of these optimal means. The laminar flow is linear stable 
for all Re, is the same true for our optimiser? 
3.3.1 Primitive linear stability equations 
The mean profile from Chapter 2 is just 
A 
U(z) = -ý [O(z) + Re z) - Re z (3.4) 
where 0 is the now familiar background field. The linear stability of a mean flow of 
the form U(z)ýi, considered as a stationary solution of the governing equations, is 
governed by the eigenvalue problem 
ltq = 
'_V2 
q- Vp- U 
Oq 
_ q3U'l) (3.5) Re ox 
where V-q=0. We will be looking not at a stationary solutions but at turbulent 
mean profiles, averaged over long times, and the Re dependence is no longer only 
represented in the boundary conditions so we divide the optimal mean U(z) by Re, 
i. e. U(z) --+ U(z)lRe. 
Eigenvalue problem (3.5) is non-self-adjoint and thus in general admits complex 
eigenvalue and eigenfunctions. Squire's Theorem states that the most excited eigen- 
functions are spanwise rolls, for which ay = 0, and have no y-component, q2 ý-- 0- 
Therefore, one only need consider fields of the form 
q= q(z)elo'x 
with q(z) = (qj (z), 0, q3 (z)). Under these simplifications we are left with the follow. 
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ing z-dependent eigensystem 
la 
pq (D 2- a2)q -0p- iaUq - q3U'ý, (3.6) Te- 
D 
where iaq, + Dq3 = 0. 
The corresponding adjoint system to (3.6) with respect to the inner product 
(a, b) = (a* - b), is 
la 
t2t- qtU'ý, (3.7) Aq T-(D -a2)qt- 0 pt+iaUq e 
D 
for divergence-free qt: iaqt + Dqt = 0. 13 
3.3.2 The Orr-Sommerfeld equation 
The strearnfunction form of this eigenvalue set is known as the Orr-Sommerfeld 
equation. Because q is a two-dimensional divergence-free field we can express it in 
terms of a strearnfunction ?P (z) by setting qj = DO and q3 =- ia? P. Then the system 
of primitive equations (3.6) is reduced to only (V x Eqn(3.6)) - ý, which is simply 
1 
V4, p _ iC, [(V2, p)U _ OU"j = IIV2 (3.8) Te- 
with corresponding boundary conditions V) =, 01 =0 at z= ±1 and in this context 2 
V2 = (D2 - a2). The adjoint problem with equivalent boundary conditions is: 
1 
V4V)t + ia[(V27Pt)U + 2(DV)t)U'j = ll*V2V)t. (3.9) Te 
3.3.3 Over-stable optimal means 
Selecting an optimal background profile at some point Re from Chapter 2, one 
constructs the mean profile U(z) by (3.4) and scale out Re so that U=T! at 2 
z= ±I. The growth curve can be calculated at Reynolds numbers other than the 2 
flow Reynolds number Re. We may suppose that at some Reynolds number, say 
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Figure 3.3: (a) Plot of the factor c= RelRe for optimal mean profiles of the 
standard CDH problem, (b) Plot of the critical strearnwise wavenumber 
Re,, the mean profile U is only maxginally stable. Then let us define the factor 
c := RelRe. If the mean profile is linearly stable at the flow Reynolds number then 
this factor quantifies the degree of over-stability, i. e. c>1. Our numerical analysis 
of the optimal solutions from Chapter 2 shows that the mean profiles are in fact 
over-stable and the trend with increasing Re is for the degree of over-stability to 
level off to axound c= 115, as illustrated in figure 3.3. 
3.4 Extending the CDH problem 
We now turn to imposing a linear stability constraint on the mean profile of the 
standard CDH problem by extending the Lagrangian in (2.20) with a constraint 
which is only a function of the mean profile U(z). We note that the mean was 
decomposed in the following way: U(z) = O(z) +'P-, (z), where in the standard 
problem 71-(z) was found in terms of O(z) to yield the mean profile in equation (3.4). 
A linear stability constraint will only alter the optimal equations for 0 and P-1 and, 
moreover, does not change the velocity decomposition u= (0 + Vj-).; j + P, where 
v=0, or the form of the spectral constraint. However, the expression for the mean 
velocity (3.4) will no longer be valid. 
With -y denoting the Lagrange multiplier imposing the constraint of marginal 
linear stability for some Re,; i. e. 91e(p) =0 where p is intended to represent the 
highest eigenvalue of equation (3.6) over all streamwise wavenumbers a. Therefore 
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Figure 3.4: The growth rate curve for the optimal CDH mean profile at Re = 73300 
with c. pt = 115.51 
7 is a function of the ratio c and the extended Lagrangian functional is 
L= «0' + Di') (dý + (1 - a)Di »- 7io,. (P) - -i 9le (m) 
after some manipulation of the terms in equation (2-20). The spectral constraint 
RO, a (ý' ') -= (a - 1)(IVr, 12) + a(OýýjP3) ý: 0 is unchanged. The maximum eigenvalue 
of (3.6) M, is a function of the factor c, and we seek to control c using Lagrange 
multiplier y with the objective of bringing c to 1; at which point marginal linear 
stability is achieved at the flow Reynolds number. If we denote c pictured in figure 3.3 
for the standard CDH profile as cpt, then we have a convenient starting point for 
a continuation study, at copt the constraint is mute and -1 = 0, and away from cPt, 
we assume y is a continuous function of c, -y will measure the degree of feedback of 
the eigenfunctions of (3.6) on 0 and 71-. 
The spectral constraint (SC) and the linear stability (LS) constraint are inde- 
pendent constraints . Although SC is an energy stability 
(ES) type constraint we 
have verified previously that the extremal fields are spanwise rolls but that SC does 
not imply ES. SC is purely a constraint on 0 and as such does not limit LS which is 
a constraint on the total mean U. LS has extremal fields which are strearnwise rolls 
and it is best to understand this constraint as controlling 71-, while independently 
SC controls 0. In this scenario, we consider the fluctuation subfields to be attached 
to 0 and the LS eigenfunctions attached to 71-. Moreover, the optimal mean fields 
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P=0 
0= 121 Wi = 0, -= 
Figure 3.5: Re-scaled boundary conditions for linear stability problem 
can simultaneously satisfy the spectral constraint and also be marginally linearly 
stable at Re, = cRe for any c>1. The constraints are therefore independent. 
3.4.1 Formulation 
To begin developing a self-contained definition of the new problem let us scale out 
Re from the boundary conditions. Let 0 --+ OlRe and VT --+ VI-IRe then figure 3.5 
describes the new boundaxy conditions. 
Given that Req =c Re and U(z) =0 (z) + Vl-(z), we can now restate the bound- 
ing problem as follows: 
Minimise the following functional over the fields 0 and 71- subject to the boundary 
conditions in figure (3-5) 
4)(of+ C» L= Re (1 - a) /i »- Uo, a (P) - 't 9it (P (Vi 
where 
( 1) (1 iq i) 12) a-v+a Re (01"I V3) 
and ji is the laxgest eigenvalue, over all a, of 
V2 q- Vp - Ulq32 - iaUq =, uq es 
for divergence-free P, and q satisfying Dirichlet boundary conditions. 
3.4.2 EuIer-Lagrange equation 
In the rest of this section we will present all of the details required to extend the 
optimal equations from the standard CDH problem. Lastly, we will discuss our 
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experiences with trying to implement this extended problem numerically. We begin 
with restating the equations which are unchanged under this extension and then 
consider the changes to the 0 and 71- equation and beyond. 
3.4.3 Preserved equations 
Note that in the old A-equation (2.16), 71- did not appear because it was expressed 
in terms of 0. Now, however, we see from SC1Ja that A= a/(a - 1) is indeed a 
function of both of these fields: 
81C 
(. V, 4(01 + V14)) + ReO'vl(')P, ( ý-a 3 
Using (IN7j; 12) = -ARe(OTjP3) we can rewrite this as 
SIC ýý(M) (m 
Ta- *A- 1)0 3 
Thus the four equations which go unchanged are 
P3 
2 V2p _ \01 0+ Vp = (), (3.12) Te 
V-P= (3.13) 
k (IP12) + "(P-2) 07 (3.14) 
Re 2 






It is worth being pedantic here and explicitly defining the integrals which are 
summed over all fluctuations (denoted using superscript (m)). All other equations 
without superscripts are satisfied by each of the fluctuation subfields individually. 
3.4.4 Changes to optimal equations 
We now turn our attention to the extra terms in equations (2.10) and (2.13) that 
will come from the two identical variations 
bti Jß 
80 - b-v, 2 
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which appear in the 0 and 71- equations in the following manner: 
61C a 
:= -20" + Re VlV3 + 
(a - 2)Vl" - -y 91c 60 TO Uý-) = 0, 
Jlc 
:= 2(a - 1)Vl- '+ (a - 2)0" - -y 91c 671- 
(3.17) (1ý0 = 0. Grounding our analysis within the space of odd z-functions for the mean fields, 
which seems most natural for this vertically symmetric problem, let So be an arbi- 
trary odd perturbation on 0. Then if system (3.6) is denoted in the operator form 
pq = Mq the perturbed system is 
Jpq+ttJq = (JM)q+MJq. 
where Jq is the attributed change in q which is evidently also divergence-free because 
the incompressibility condition is invariant under a variation in 0. 
Multiplying equation (3.18) by the corresponding adjoint eigenvector qt and 
rearranging we have 
Jp(qt, q) + (qt, (it - M)Jq) = (qt, (JM)q) (3.19) 
where the second term on the left hand side drops since 
(qt, (ii - M)Jq) = «m* - Mt)qt, Jq) = 
We can now see that to calculate g-variations we need both the eigenfunction and 
its adjoint. The variation of the operator M with 0 is 
(JM)q = -ia(JO)q - q3(JO)'x-, 




Jp(qt, q) = ([-iaq q+ (q, q3)']JO). 
The ji-variation required to complete equations (3.16) and (3.17) is therefore 
jil [-iaq t* . q+ (q 
t* q3)11 
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3.4.5 Symmetry considerations 
A crucial aspect of this analysis is the need to preserve symmetry in z for the fields 
0 and Vi- because on physical grounds we can expect only a symmetric mean profile 
to emerge from a problem posed with up-down symmetry. This means that the 
optimal equations for 0 and 71- (3.16 and 3.17) must contain only odd terms. In the 
standard CDH problem this is true because of the symmetric preserving nature of 
the spectral constraint eigenproblem. Now we need to do some more work to show 
that the additional contributions from JM/90 are quite naturally symmetric. 
We first note that in general the eigenfunctions of the linear stability problem 
are not symmetric. A discussion of this property can be found in Drazin & Reid 
(1981). In general there are four solutions which have the same real part of their 
eigenvalue and these can be found by the operations of complex conjugation and the 
rotation S2 : (x, y, z) --+ (-x, y, -z). Consider the Orr-Sommerfeld equation 
1 
V4,0 - 
ia[(V2V))U - OU'l] = IZV2 
Re, 
If we write this in the operator form M (ia, U(z))? P = pgV) then the following ob- 
servation is trivial 
, O(z)elax solution with p ==* V)*(z)e-'Qx solution with 
If we now take z --+ -z we have 
m0a, U(-z))O(-z) = Ago(-z) 
and since U(z) is odd M(ia, U(-z)) = M(ia, -U(z)) = M(-ia, U(z)) which re- 
veals that 
M(-ia, U(z))V)(-z) = AGO(-z) 
and therefore that the eigenfunction operated on by S2 has the same eigenvalue 
V)(z)eiax solution with it ==* V; (-z)e-iax solution with p. 
The group can be closed as depicted in figure (3.6). This conjugacy will enable us to 
show that the IL-variation in the mean equations is indeed odd. To do this consider 
the form of the term (3.20) 
Q(Z): = -iaq 
t* 
. q+ (q t* q3) 1 
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(? P(z), a, IL) (? P(-z), -a, jz) 
(A) (A) 
(o* (Z), - a, m*) (-Z), a, m*) 
Figure 3.6: Eigenfunctions of the Orr-Sommerfeld operator which share the same 
real part of 1L. The arrows are intended to denote (A) complex conjugation and (11) 
the transformations z -+ -z and x --+ -x. The triple (? P(z), a, it) indicates that 
V)(z)eicl is an eigenfunction of equation (3.5) with corresponding eigenvalue it. 
Can we show that this term has odd symmetry? If we take 3; (z) = O(z)elcix + 
0(-z)e-'c" for the solution of the optimal equations, in other words if there are 
multiple points with neutral eigenvalues all with different values of the pair (a, -y) 
-yi Ne Gli) 
we let 71 =, y2 for 0 and its S2 transform. Then Q(z) is manifestly odd as illustrated 
here 
Q(z) = -iaqt*(z) - q(z) + (qlt*(z)q3(Z))i 
- (-ia)qt*(-z) - q(-z) + (qlt*(-Z)q3(-Z))l 
-ia 
[qt*(z) 





3.4.6 An a-derivative 
To complete the system of equations we require a condition to imply that the neutral 
streamwise wavenumbers axe maxima of the lineax stability growth curve. We are 
therefore interested in setting the total derivative dy/da = 0. Let Mq = V2q/Re. 
Ulq3Fc - iaUq then 
Mq-Vp=ltq and V. q=O. 
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A small variation in a produces a change in both of these equations as follows 
JM q- i(ga)piý + (M - tt)Jq - VJp = Jtz q, (3.22) 
i(Ja)ql +V- 6q = 0. (3.23) 
Now multiply (3.22) by the adjoint eigenfunction and integrate, taking incompress- 
ibility of qt into account, yields 
(qt, SM q) - i(Ja) (q 
t* p) + (qt, (M - IL)Sq) = gp(qt, q). (3.24) 1 
The first term in this expression is just 
JMq=Ja 'aq-iUql, 
[-Re, 
and the third term comes after integration by parts 
(qt, (M -tt)Sq) = ((Mt -p*)qt, 8q) = (Vpt, Jq) = -(pt, V Jq), 
using equation (3-23) this implies that (qt, (M - ji)Jq) = i(Sa) (pt 
*qj). Putting all 
this together equation (3.24) becomes 
dy 2a (Uqt* - q) + (q*pt) + (qt* 
) 
Ta ý- -'. iTe-,. - 91C 
(i 
(qt* -1 q) 
1A (3.25) 
We have checked this expression against the numerical gradient calculated from the 
graph of M(a) for some random mean profiles and found perfect agreement. 
3.4.7 Normalising q 
Now that we have a complete set of optimal equations for this extended bounding 
problem we are in a position to apply some simplifications to the expressions already 
derived by setting the complex phases and amplitudes of q and qI. We are free to do 
this because of the linear and homogeneous nature of the linear stability problem. 
We normalise the eigenfunctions such that their L2 norm is unity 
jjqý112 = llqll2 = 1. 
Setting the phases allows for simplification to equation (3.25) 
3m qi (11%72-) = : lm(qt, q) = 
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Now, we can do some cross substitution in equations (3.16) and (3-17), and integra- 
tion to write an equation for the mean flow 
(of + 1) + pm4 
1 
1_ (plP3 -W IV3)) : -- Ov (3.26) Re 
and an equation for 71-, where the operation of taking the odd part of the q contri- 
bution is implied, 
-41 
2) ^1 f* t* )l V1 - 9le iaq q+ (q, q3 0. (3.27) Re 
(\ 
Vl V3 ýq--tq) 
The simplification to equation (3.25) is as follows: 
t* 
*pt) + (qi A) 2a : Im 
«Uqt 
q) + (ql 
0. (3.28) - ii-e, + (qt*'. q) 
3.4.8 Complete system of Euler-Lagrange equations 
The complete set of equations for the optimal solution are equations (3.12)-(3.15), 
(3.6), (3.7), (3.26), (3.27), (3.28), and the divergence-free condition on q and qt. 
The complete set of boundaxy conditions are 
-0 = at z= ±I 29 
and 
71-=O, P=q=qt=OatZ=±-12. 
For this extended variational problem the upper bound on the energy dissipation 
rate, in inviscid units of V31d, is therefore 
1 (01 + 74) 
(01 
+ 
\». (3.29) E -- 'ý Te 
3.4.9 Solution technique 
We have considered two possible prescriptions for computing the Optimal solution 
of this extended vaxiational problem with the objective of seeking the c=1 solution 
branch. The first is to take a Chapter 2 solution; fix Re; find the marginally stable 
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Re, and calculate cqpt, at which 7=0; and use the critical LS eigenvectors to 
enable continuation in the direction of lesser c. Hopefully, the continuation will 
advance monotonically toward c=1. The second alternative is use the homotopy 
U=0+ 77vl-: find a 77 for which U is maxginally stable at the flow Reynolds number 
i. e. c=1; then employ continuation to bring 77 to 1. 
We will describe the first prescription in more detail. After selecting an optimal 
solution from Chapter 2 the over-stability factor qpt is calculated. One can use an 
eigenvalue solver to find the most unstable eigenvector in terms of either the primitive 
variables in a Chebyshev basis, or the streamfunction variables in a Jacobi basis. 
The normalisation and rotations described in Section 3.4.7 can then be applied to 
these eigenfunction representations. Under the new boundaxy conditions we divide 
0 by Re, and at Fif initially takes the form 
Z; l =A- 1) (0 (i 
With these ingredients we have a starting point, at (Re, q'pt) and -Y = 0, for a 
continuation at fixed Re in the direction of decreasing c. A generic black box iterator 
can be employed for the continuation in accord with Chapter 2. 
It is worth noting that there is nothing special about the point q'Pt, other than 
the obvious significance to Chapter 2, and we can either perform a continuation to 
take the solution in the direction of reduced or increased c. The Lagrange multiplier 
,y depends only on c and simply changes sign through the point c=c. pt. 
3.5 Preliminary results 
We have described in full the inclusion of a new constraint in the standard CDH 
method and the derivation of the Euler-Lagrange equations for the extended vari- 
ational problem. The non-self-adjointness of the LS eigenvalue problem make it 
neccassary to compute both the LS eigenfunction and its adjoint. The numerical so- 
lution, much like Chapter 2, requires one to store and follow the evolution of neutral 
eigenfunction. Our preliminary calculations of the optimal solution of this extended 
problem for c<c,, pt (for three different points in Ra) proceeds smoothly until at 
c ; -- 11 where there is a turning point in phase space and the solution branch loops 
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back on itself. Thus at the time of writing we have located a barrier to progressing 
toward c=1 with the first continuation technique. In future work we intend to try 




Convection at infinite Prandtl 
number: 
(1) Optimal bounds and 
asymptotic analysis 
4.1 Introduction 
We now turn from the subject of shear flows, to the subject which will form the 
second half of this thesis: a study of a bounding problem in convection. The physics 
described here will be very different situation to the classical examples of shear 
flow; channel flow and Couette flow; in which fluid is either sheared by counter- 
propagating walls, or driven under a pressure gradient across no-slip 
boundaries. The 
velocity field will instead be forced by a scalax field - temperature - which itself 
is controlled by fixed-value boundaxy conditions. We will consider a de-stabilising 
temperature gradient; heating is applied from below; and the control parameter is 
proportional to the temperature difference between top and 
bottom plate - namely 
AT = Tbot - Tiop. 
The established model of fluid convection is the Rayleigh-Bdnard system of equa- 
tions (henceforth referred to as the RB equations). Staying in the plane-parallel 
Cartesian geometry of the previous chapters: the velocity and temperature fields 
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are assumed horizontally-periodic; gravity perpendicular to the plates and down- 
ward pointing (g = -g2); boundary conditions on u and T axe uniform in the 
horizontal coordinate. The fluid is assumed ideal: the velocity field is divergence- 
free; and thermal and viscous properties are constant, namely kinematic viscosity 
v, thermometric conductivity n and thermal expansion a. The RB equations may 
be written in non-dimensional form as 
Ou 
+V =V2U Tt +u. Vu) p+ Ra T2, 
OT 
V2T) (4.1) 57t +u- VT = 
V. U=O, 
where velocity is measured in units of r. 1d; lengths by d; time by d2 Irs; pressure 
by p(vnld 2), where p is the constant mean density; and temperatures by AT. The 
temperature boundary conditions are at the top boundary Tt'P = To and at the 
bottom boundary Tb,, t = To + AT, where AT > 0. The dimensionless parameters a 
and Ra in (4.1) are respectively, the Prandtl number and the Rayleigh number: 
v Ra = 
agATd' 
K KV 
We shall study the case where the Prandtl number of the fluid is infinite (0, = 00) 
for which the velocity equation is a linear equation with no explicit time-dependence 
V2U + RaT2 = Vp. (4.2) 
In the upper bound problem, equation (4.2) can be employed as a pointwise con- 
straint in space. By including constraint (4.2) the upper bounding problem su- 
persedes the arbitrary Prandtl number convection problem, and a lower scaling 
exponent is achievable. 
To complete this description of the fluid model we need to impose velocity bound- 
ary conditions. In accordance with tradition we study two types of velocity condi- 
tions. The first, now familiar from Chapters 2 and 3, is no-slip which models a rigid 
boundary. The velocity is assumed continuous to the wall 
u=O atz=Oandl, (4.3) 
which, owing to incompressibility, implies that w=w,, =0 at z=0 and 1. The 
second is stress-free (or slip) which models an undisplaced free surface. Fluid is not 
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allowed to flow through the surface but may attain any velocity parallel to it while 
imposing no tangential stress on the surface 
w=O; u,, =v,, =O atz=Oandl. 
Incompressibility then implies that w=w,., =0 at z=0 and 1. For a full dis- 
cussion of the derivation of the RB equations and of the boundary conditions see 
Chandrasekhar (1961). 
Upper bounds on the average heat transport in arbitrary Prandtl number convec- 
tion have been calculated by both the Howard-Busse and the Constantin-Doering- 
Hopf methods. In this regime - when a< oo - Kerswell (1997,2001) has shown 
that the two methods are provably equivalent. The result of solving the optimal 
equations of the HB method axe: Busse (1969b) uses his multi-k asymptotic analy- 
sis to prove an asymptotic scaling of Ral/2 for no-slip; while a numerical solution of 
the stress-free problem in Vitanov & Busse (1997) also suggests an asymptotic Ral/2 
scaling. On the other hand, in Doering & Constantin (1996), the CDH method was 
used to extract an analytic estimate of the upper bound which scaled as Ral/2 and 
holds true for either boundary condition; therefore, owing to the prove of Kerswell 
(2001) the optimal scaling for either boundaxy conditions is accepted to be Ral/2. 
The arbitraxy Prandtl number result is an umbrella result for the infinite Prandtl 
number problem, and we can here conclude that the asymptotic scaling for the latter 
problem has a Ra-exponent certainly less than 1/2. 
The problem of infinite Prandtl number convection also has a long history in 
the bounding literature. For no-slip boundaxies the first stones were laid by Chan 
(1971) who applied the HB method and obtained a Ra 1/3 asymptotic scaling for 
the average heat transport; while some twenty-eight years later, with the new tech- 
niques of the CDH method revitalising the subject, Doering & Constantin (2001) 
and Otero (2002) produced rigorous estimates on the optimal scaling which took the 
asymptotic form Ra 2/5 ; and using extra PDE information - outside of the standard 
analysis - Constantin & Doering (1999) deduced a logarithmic bound of the form 
Ra 1/3 (log Ra)2/3; the effect of adding rotation has also been studied in Constantin, 
Hallstrorn & Putkaradze (2001). Recent interest in the the upper bounding problem 
with stress-free boundaxies is covered in Vitanov (1998,2000c, a, b); however, this 
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area of investigation is only in its infancy. 
Our motivation for visiting this particular convection problem is that the HB 
method yields a Ral/3 scaling, while the CDH method without any additional infor- 
mation yields an estimate of the form Ra 2/5 : this does not present a contradiction, 
but this discrepancy does reveal an aspect of the relationship between the two meth- 
ods not otherwise seen in bounding problems. In this Chapter we will prove that the 
two bounding techniques are dual variational problems; the CDH method estimates 
a saddle point from above and the HB method estimates the same saddle point 
from below. We will numerically calculate the optimal solutions for both boundary 
conditions and use the empirical evidence to justify the asymptotic analysis of Chan 
(1971) and to critique Vitanov (1998). 
4.2 Formulation 
Let us denote equation (4.2) aS Ar := V2U + Ra T2 - Vp =0 with components 
JVj for i=1,2,3. Given that u and v depend only on the pressure and that u is 
divergence-free we can use V-(. IV) and V2(A(3), which are respectively: 
v2 p= RaT,; V4W + RaV2 T=V 
2pzj 
to form a dynamical constraint on w in terms of only the temperature field T and 
the Rayleigh number: 
V4W + RaV2 T=0, (4.4) 
where the horizontal Laplacian is V2 = j92 +a ,2. 
The problem of enforcing the linear HxY 
momentum equation is now entirely down to satisfying (4-4) pointwise for fields 
satisfying the no-slip: 
w=w, =O at z=Oandl, (4.5) 
or stress-free boundary conditions: 
w=w.., =O at z=Oandl. (4.6) 
The associated dimensionless boundary conditions on T are: T(O) =1 and T(1) = 0. 





(4.5) or (4.6) and T=0 
z 
V4W + RaV2 T=O H 
(4.5) or (4.6) and T=1 
Figure 4.1: Momentum equation and boundary conditions for infinite Prandtl num- 
ber convection 
Now let us concentrate on the time-dependent heat equation from system (4.1), 
denoted H: 
&T V2 R: = jt- +u- VT - T. (4.7) 
Writing this in terms or the conductive heat flux (j := -VT) and the convective 
heat flux (J := uT) we have: 
OT 
5t = -V - U+J). 
In a purely conductive state (with u= 0) the transport of heat (or heat flux) across 
the parallel plates is just (: i - (-VT)) = -T(l) +T(O) = 1, while in general the heat 
transport between the plates is (2. a+ J)) =1+ (wT). Define the Nusselt number 
of the flow (hereafter denoted Nu) as the ratio of the long-time averaged total heat 
transport to the conductive heat transport between the plates: 
Nu =1+ (wT) (4-8) 
Another expression for Nu can be deduced from the global entropy flux balance 




JIT JJVT =1+ (wT) (4.9) 
and upon long-time averaging and an appeal to the temperature maximum principle 
yields: 
Nu = IIVT112. 
In the following discussion equations (4.8), (4.10) and momentum constraint (4.4) 
are used to formulate two variational problems. First the CDH formulation will be 
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derived in common with the previous chapters and then the HB variational problem 
will be derived in accord with Chan (1971). 
We note that owing to the geometry and to the homogeneity in the boundary 
conditions there will be no preferred horizontal direction in the optimal solution. In 
fact, the issue of a three-dimensional instability in the spectral constraint, studied 
in Chapter 3 for the shear flow problem, will not concern us here since horizontal 
derivatives only appeax in the combination V2 in equation (4.4), (4.8), and (4.10). H 
4.2.1 CDH method 
Decompose the temperature field into background and fluctuation part 
T(x, t) = r(z) + O(x, 
where the background field takes on the temperature boundary conditions: 7-(0) =1 
and, r(l) = 0, and 0 satisfies Dirichlet boundary conditions. Substituting (4.11) into 
(4.7) gives: 
00 + U. VO = V20 +, r" - Wrl. (4.12) 57t- 
Multiplying this equation by 0 and averaging produces 
1d 110112 = _11VO112 + (07. /1 _ Worl), (4.13) ý Tt 
while expanding out IIVT112 leads to 
IIVT112 = 11,70112 + 11, r/112 - 2(07-"). (4.14) 
Taking the sum bx (4.14) + (4.13) gives 
bd 110112 + JJVT 112 = 11, rI112 - 9, r, b(W7 0) (4.15) ý Tt 
where 9= ((b - 
1) 1 JV 0 112 
- (b - 2) O-T" + bwOr'). Long-time averaging equation (4.15) 
and using expression (4.10) the following upper bound on Nu emerges 
Nu < 11, r'112 - inf gr b(We 
0) (4.16) 
W, 0 ' 
where the infimum is attained by steady fields and hence no time average appears 
on the right hand side. 
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The task of calculating the upper bound on Nu in equation (4.16) is greatly 
simplified by reducing the problem to one just involving w, 0 with no horizontal- 
mean. This is achieved by considering the Lagrangian functional 
L=9- (q(x) (V4W + RaV2 0» 
where the Lagrange multiplier q(x) is used to impose equation (4.4) and satisfies the 
natural boundary conditions for the problem, which are those satisfied by w. The 
minimum over 0 is attained by setting the 0 vaxiation to zero: 
ÖL 
- -2(b - 
1)V20 _ (b - 2)'r" + bwr' - RaV, 
2 q=0. i-o ý- 
Taking a horizontal average of this equation, considering periodicity and boundary 
conditions, we find that the mean part of the optimal fluctuation field is given by 
2(b - 1)U" + (b - 2)7-" = 0, (4.17) 
which can be integrated twice to reveal that: 
(b - 2) 0= --[-r +z- (4.18) 2(b - 1) 
Therefore by setting ý=0-ý we can restate problem (4.16) as an optimisation over 
meanless fields, namely 
Nu - 1: 5 
b2 
r1 ll 2 Z(-b 
--1) 
(11 - 1), 
subject to the spectral constraint Gr, b(Wi 0) : -- (b - 1) 11 VO 11 + b(wO7-') ýt 0 for all 
VV 
meanless fields (w, 
ý) which satisfy equation (4.4) (which is now 4W +Ra 2,0=0) 
and the specific boundary conditions. The Lagrangian associated with this varia- 
tional problem is 
il = 
b2 




- (q(X)(V4W + RaV., 
2 0». 
4(b - 1) 
(4.20) 
The form of this variational problem appears very similar to the shear flow problem, 
however, the imposition of the momentum constraint and the variety of boundary 
conditions strongly impact upon the solution method and structure of the optimal 
solution. 
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4.2.2 HB method 
Howard and Busse's Optimum Theory is based upon the assumption of statistical 
dT stationarity for all horizontal averages. So in particular we have 0 and (wT) 
is time independent, and, moreover, 
Nu -1= (wT). 
The mean-fluctuation decomposition of the temperature field is made T(x, t) = 
T(z) + ý(x, t) (note that periodicity and incompressibility imply that U7 =0 and 
hence w= iý). 
Under the mean-fluctuation decomposition the heat equation (4.7) becomes: 
00 
7i 'H := -Ft + WTz + U. Vo _ 
7i 
zz _ 
V2j = 0. (4.21) 
Two pieces of information are used to derive the variational functional: W=0 and 
(Th) =0 whicli are respectively 
T 
., = wO - 
(wO) - 1; 1IT-till +Tlz=o (4.22) 
and can be combined to deduce the so-called second power integral 
01 0) 0). (4.23) IIV l' + llwi- (w ll' = (w- 
One can form unity by taking the ratio of terms in the previous balance 
(wo) - IIVOII- JJWý- (Wý)1121 
which when multiplied by (wO) produces a homogeneous functional 
w 0) 0) F=( (4.24) 
iiwi- (All, 
the supremum of which is an upper bound on the Nusselt number, Nu -1< sup F. 
The maximisation of F is performed over the competitor fields (those which satisfy 
the momentum constraint (4-4) and the boundary conditions), while the power con- 
straint in equation (4.23) is imposed ex post facto by normalising (wý) = F. This is 
now exactly the homogeneous functional which Chan (1971) seeks to maximise. 
In fact, Chan solved the Euler-Lagrange equations of the following Lagrangian 
functional: 
F- (q(x)(V4W + RaVH2 ý)) (4.25) 
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where q(x) is a Lagrange multiplier imposing the pointwise momentum constraint in 
equation (4-4). This is exactly the functional in equation (25) of Chan (1971) without 
the normalisation (wý) = 1. Taking variations of this functional with respect to w 
and 0 and substituting in JIVOI12 = (WO) - JJWO - (WO)112 we deduce the following 
Euler-Lagrange equations: 
ý[(J) + IIWW_ (Wý)112] - 2Fý[wO - (wý)] _ (V4q) llw? - (wO) 
112 = 0, (4.26) 
2(V2j)(Wj) + W[(Wj) + liWj_ (Wj)112] 
(Wj) 112 = 0. 
(4.27) 
- 2Fw[wj- (wj)] - Ra(V., 2q)Ilwj- 
If we normalise w and 
ý as Chan does, namely w --+ (j)-1/2Ra-1/2w and 0 --+ 
(Wo)-1/2Ra 1/2ý So that (wO) --+ 1 then equations (4.27) and (4.26) become exactly 
the Euler-Lagrange equations (27) in Chan (1971). 
4.3 Unification: CDH and HB methods 
In the previous section the HB method was shown to be a variational method which 
seeks the supremum of a homogeneous functional (equation 4.24) while the CDII 
method seeks to minimise a functional (equation 4.19) subject to positivity of a 
quadratic form. The correspondence between these two techniques seems fascinat- 
ingly unclear, however, one can show that they both derived from one functional. 
Recall that Kerswell (2001) proved this duality in the case of arbitrary Prandtl num- 
ber; this proof is for the specific case of a= oo. 
Claim: The CDH method and the HB method are dual variational problems esti- 
mating the highest stationary point; that with highest associated heat transport; of 
the following functional: 
N: = IIVT112 - b(Oh) - (q(x)(V4W +RaV, 
2, T)) (4.28) 
where T=r (z) +0 (x, t) and R is the heat equation: 
u: = 
00 
+ U. Vo _ V20 + Wrl - 1-11 = (). it- 
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Proof. Start by deriving all of the variational derivatives of N. Express the func- 
tional N in terms of 7- and 0 so that 
N(, r, w, 0, b, q) = 11 7.1112 _ «b - 1)1V012 _ (b - 2)0-r" + b0w7-') 
(4.29) 
- (q(x)(V4W + RaV, 
2,0». 
Variations equations for r(z), O(x), w(x), q(x) and the variational equation for the 
mean and fluctuating part of 0 are deduced. 
JN 
= -27-" + (b - 2)r + b(70-)' =0 (4.30) ör 
JN 
= 2(b - 
1)V20 + (b - 2)-r" - bwr' - RaV, 2 q=0 50 
öN 
= -b0, r' - V4 q=0 (4.31) öw 
JN 
= V4W + Rav A20 =0 (4.32) öq H 
5N 
«-»L- = 2(b - 1)r + (b - 2)r" =0 ÖN 
=0 
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(4.33) To- - JN 
= 2(b - 1)V2j - bw7-' - RaV2 q=0 io r 
In the following discussion the optimal variables (the solutions of the Euler- 
Lagrange equations) are denoted by a subscript opt. It will be shown that both of 
the techniques can be derived by solving different subsets of the variational equa- 
tions and rewriting the remaining equations appropriately. 
Case 1: CDH method 
Solving JNIJý =0 yields an expression for the mean of the optimal 0 
b-2 
2(b - 1) 
[r+z- 
Substituting this into N we have 
N(r, 0, b, q) -1= N(, r, w, Upt + j, 
b2 
_ 
(117 1112 ((b - 1)IVF12 + bwý7-') - (q(x) 
(V4W + RaVH2 ý(b 
(4.34) 
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4.3. Unification: CDH and HB methods 
This is the Lagrangian functional constructed in Section 4.2.1. It is clear that the 
quadratic term in (w, ý) has a minimum value only if b>1. 
Case 2: HB method 
Solving JNIJý =0 and JNIJr =0 simultaneously allows us to deduce equations 
for the optimal background field and the mean of the fluctuation field in terms of 
the mean-less fluctuation field ý and w, respectively 
2(b - 1) b-2 Topt b 
4t 
b 
[Wý- (WF)]. (4-35) 
Substituting these expressions into N and some algebra yields 
9(w, F, b, q) -1= N(, rpt, w, Dý, t + 
F, b, q) -1 
f(j) 
_ IIWý_ (Wý)112 _ IIVý112 (wO) + (b - 1) (q(x) 
(V4w + RaV. 2 
(4.36) 
In this context (b - 1) is a Lagrange multiplier imposing the second power integral 
balance (4.23) and q(x) imposes the pointwise momentum constraint in (4.4). The 
remaining variational equations for w and 0 are 
SN 
=w+ (b - 1) w- 2w 
Fwj- (wj)] + 2V2 RaV, 2 q=0, (4.37) 
ji f il - 
JN 
0+ (b- 1) fi- 2i Fwj- (Wj)] 1_ V4 q=0. (4-38) 
In order to obtain a value for the optimal b we calculate (0(6NI90)) =0 and 
(w(JNlgw)) = 0, which are respectively: 
(2 - b) (w0) - Ra «V2 q) 0) = 0) 
and 
1)liVoll2 - (2 - b)(w0) + 2(b - «V q)w) = 0. 




- 2(wý) (4.39) JJVý112 - (WW) 
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while the second power integral can be employed to deduce a simple expression for 
(b - 1), which may be easily inserted back into equations (4.37) and (4.38): 
b-l=- - 
(Wo) 
- (4.40) llwo - (wo) ill 
After minor simplifications the w and 0 variations turn out to be 
ý[(WF) + JJWO - (WF)112] IIWF_ (Wý)112 0 - 2F(wý) 
fwý- (wF)] - (V4q) (4.41) 
2(VV)(wý) +w[(wý)+ jjwý- (wý)112] 





which, if we replace each (wF) that multiplies (wO-- (wF)) with the functional F, axe 
exactly the Euler-Lagrange equations which we derived from Chan's homogeneous 
ratio (equations 4.26-4.27). 
As a final comment we note that for the problems to intersect the Optimum 
theory problem must also satisfy the spectral constraint to ensure that the top max- 
imum is selected. Indeed, in general equations (4.41) and (4.42) will have multiple 
solutions, one of which will be a global maximum for F. Equation (4.40) implies 
that (b - 1) > 0, which is consistent with fulfilment of the spectral constraint. 
This concludes the proof of duality. In the following sections the optimal solution 
for the CDH method will be calculated numericallY and then comparison will be 
made with the asymptotic results of the optimum theory. 
4.4 Solution technique 
Following the CDH method, we now present the programme for solving the optimal 
problem. Starting with equation (4.34) and replacing b in favour of the paxameter 
A= bl(b - 1) the functional may be written as 
A2 
_ 
1112 IIVý112 + \(WF 1) (V4W OIT 2 'o) 
4(A - 1) T 
(q(x) + RaVH 
(4.43) 
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4.4. Solution technique 
4.4.1 Euler-Lagrange equations 
The system of Euler-Lagrange equations can be cosine-Fourier transformed owing to 
presence of only even horizontal derivatives in the w, 0 and q variations (respectively 
4.31,4.32 and 4.33). Therefore under the ansatz of the solution being single-moded 
w=w (z) cos (kx); q=q (z) cos (kx); 0= F(z) cos(kx), 
the variations (4.31-4.33) become 
2(D 2-k 2)ý_ Aw7-'+ Rak 2q=0 (4.44) 
(D 2-k 2)2 q+ AýT' =0 (4.45) 
(D 2-k 2)2W - Rak 
2ý 
=0 (4.46) 
which are now supplemented by a k-derivative, owing to the Fourier expansion, 
which is easily derived from expression (4.43) 
(ä2) - 2(q(D 
2-k 2)W) 
- Ra(q0) = 0. (4.47) 
The non-linear and non-local equation for the optimal background field from equa- 
tion (4.35) is 
A(-r'+ 1) = (wý), (4.48) 
where a multiplicative 1 on the left hand side has dropped due to horizontal aver- 2 
aging of cos 2, while the optimal balance parameter from equation (4.40) is 
«D0)2 + (k0) X= 2- (4.49) 
(Wo) 
4.4.2 Spectral constraint 
A solution to the Euler-Lagrange equations can only translate to an upper bound 
on the heat transport if the background field is SC-stable. As we have seen before 
the spectral constraint regulates when a solution branch is upper bounding: at the 
point when a solution branch losing SC-stability an additional wavenumber enters 
into the solution, and a non-smooth branching in the optimal solution curve occurs. 
With the diange of variable b to A the spectral constraint becomes for A> 
((Dý)2 + (0)2) + A(Worl) ý: 0 (4.50) 
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which must be fulfilled on a wavenumber by wavenumber basis for single-mode (w, 
satisfying equation (4.46) and the specific boundary conditions. The discussion of 
why this condition must be satisfied for single-mode fields is deferred until the next 
chapter. 
This condition can be posed as an eigenvalue problem: the background field 'r 
and associated balance paxameter A is SC-stable if the eigenvalues of the following 
system are non-positive (ji: 5 0) for all wavenumbers kER 
2(D 2-k 2)ý_ Aw7-+ Rak 2q= jS, 
(D2 -k 
2)2q + \jrl = 0, (4.51) 
(D 2- k2)2W - Rak 
20 
= 0, 
for; w, q, and 0; eigenfunctions of z only which satisfy the specific boundaxy con- 
ditions. Comparison with the optimal equations (4.44)-(4.46) therefore reveals that 
the optimal background field must in fact be SC-neutral. 
4.4.3 Generic multi-k solutions 
The single-mode solution branch begins at the energy stability point Ra, at which 
the conduction state (w =F=0 and T=1-z for all zE [0,1]) is unstable to uni- 
modal rolls. The critical Rayleigh number and wavenumber for no-slip boundary 
conditions are, respectively, 
Ra, = 1707.76; k, = 3.117, (4.52) 
and for stress-free boundary conditions 
277r 4 7r 
Ra. -- 657; k, =- 
(4.53) 
42 
When \=1 the spectral constraint makes contact with the energy stability problem. 
Therefore, the optimal solution bifurcates from the conduction state onto the single- 
mode branch at Ra = Ra, Continuation in Ra can be made along the single- 
mode branch while SC-neutrality is preserved. As is generally observed with these 
bounding problems (not least in Chapter 2), the single-mode solution gives way to 
a two-mode solution, which later (in Ra) loses stability to a three-mode solution 
and so on. We denote by Nj, for j=1,2,..., the value of the functional for a 
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j-mode solution of the optimal equations. When Nj = Nj+j the j-mode solution 
loses SC-stability to the (j + 1)-mode branch of solution. The optimal upper bound 
on the Nusselt number will be denoted by 
max N4, (4-54) jEZ ' 
where the maximising subscript is a monotonic function of Ra. 
Therefore at any particular Ra, the maximum will be achieved by the M-mode 
branch of solution, and the generic nature of the optimal fields isl 
MMM 
E F') (z) cos(k,, x); wE w(') (z) cos(k,, x); qE q(I) (z) cos(k .. x). 
M=1 M=1 M=1 (4.55) 
Where each subfield (k., w("), q(m), F")) must individually satisfy the four equa, 
tions (4.44)-(4.47), while they collectively force the background field and optimal 
balance parameter 
m 
E (W(M) 0-1m) - 
(W(M) 01m))), (4.56) 
M=l 
m 
)2) ((DO("n))2 + (kn-Olm) 
A= 2-m (4-57) 
E (W(M)ý(M)) 
M=l 
4.4.4 Spectral decomposition for z-functions and numerics 
Computation of the optimal solution closely follows Chapter 2 with the important 
exception that simple spectral collocation in Chebyshev polynomials is not appropri. 
ate owing to the fourth order derivatives in the optimal equations. The Chebyshev 
matrix representation of D4 is found to be unstable at moderate values of Ra. A set 
of orthogonal polynomials which axe tailor-made for such a problem are Jacobi poly- 
nomials for which the galerkin projection of D4 is an unconditionally stable matrix 
for all Ra. The details of the Jacobi spectral-Galerkin method used will be given in 
Appendix A. The supplementary task of checking SC-stability was performed by an 
eigenvalue code solving system (4.51) for a broad sweep of wavenumbers. 
'To be consistent with Chapter 2 superscript m is used to Index the individual fields. 
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4.5 Numerical results for 1-k 
Owing to the fact that an asymptotic analysis of the multi-k solution of the Euler- 
Lagrange equations necessarily begins and relies on an understanding of the asymp- 
totics of the 1-k solution we present first a complete description of the numerical so- 
lution of the Euler-Lagrange equations with only one horizontal mode. Even though 
the 1-k solution branch will remain a valid upper bounding solution only while the 
spectral constraint is satisfied, the solution is calculated over many decades of Ra 
in order to gain insight into the asymptotic behaviour of the solution. Subscript 
1 will be used to denote the 1-k solution, namely, Al, ki and N, axe respectively 
the balance parameter, wavenumber and Nusselt number calculated according to 
expression (4.19). 
4.5.1 No-slip 1-k results 
The asymptotic solution of the 1-k problem presented in Chan (1971) can be com- 
pared directly to the numerical calculation of the 1-k solution. The predictions to 
be studied are 
ki = 
(R )1/4 
as Ra -+ oo (4.58) 13 
(equation 54 in Chan, 1971) and the equation below (64) in Chan which implies that 
Al --+ 23/13 as Ra --+ oo (4.59) 
2and that the interior slope of T remains -1/13 as Ra --+ oo which incidentally 
implies that in the interior the slope of r is positive, r' = 1/23. We will also study 
the overall prediction of the Nusselt number for the 1-k branch (equation 118a of 
Chan) 
N, = 0.1482Ra 3/10 (log Ra) 1/5 as Ra --+ oo. (4.60) 
21n Chapter 6 we give a formula for the limiting value of A which independently verifies 23/13 
by assuming that NI - Ra 3/10 (log Ra)Y2 for any constant value Of 'Y2 - 
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AI = 23/13 
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loglo Ra 
Figure 4.2: [No-slip] Plot of the balance parameter Al with conjectured limiting 




81 = 1/4 
26 10 14 18 
loglo Ra 
Figure 4.3: [No-slip] Plot of the exponent 31 in the relation ki = cRa, 31 calculated 
by taking the numerical derivative A log k/A log Ra with the conjectured limiting 
value of 1/4. 
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logl()(loglo Ra) 
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loglo Ra 
1/4 
Figure 4.4: [No-slip) Comparison of the numerical data and the relation k1 = clRa 1/4 
where the conjectured prefactor is cl = (1/13) 1/4 . The inset plot showing the 
residual of the prefactors is included to show the possible existence of a correction 
term algebraic in (log Ra). 
Reliable data is computed over the range 0(102)_0(1016). In figure 4.2 the value 
of A, is plotted and is found to converge convincingly to 23/13 while no algebraic 
dependence of the residual with Ra or (log Ra) is found and only two and a half digits 
accuracy are achieved even at Ra = 1017. In figures 4.3 and 4.4 we see that prediction 
(4.58) compare reasonably well with the data for the prefactor and exponent of ki - 
The convergence rate is very slow and seems to be logarithmic from the inset in 
figure 4.4. In figure 4.5 we compare prefactors for relation (4.60) which supports a 
limiting value 0.1482. The exact nature of the local logarithmic dependence of Ni 
on Ra is tested in figure 4.6 which illustrates that even with fifteen decades of data 
one can not reliably conclude that the power of 1/5 in expression (4.60) is correct. 
However, the evidence in figures 4.2-4.6 together provides a convincing defence for 
the asymptotic predictions of the 1-k problem reported in Chan (1971). 
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Figure 4.5: [No-slip] Plot of the prefactor in the relation NI = cRa3/10 (log Ra) 1/5 






0.2 72 ý-- 1/5 
01 111 
0.6 0.8 1 1.2 
loglo(loglo Ra) 
Figure 4.6: [No-slip] Under the assumption of a functional form N, 
cRa 3/10(logRa)'y2, the power of (log Ra), -y2, is evaluated locally by taking the nu- 
merical derivative A (log Nj - .3 log Ra) 
/A (log (log Ra)) . 
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4.5.2 Stress-free 1-k resuIts 
Changing tack now, we consider the 1-k solution branch for stress-free boundary 
conditions and critique the asymptotics study of this problem presented in Vitanov 
(1998). The contrast with the no-slip 1-k solution is rather surprising. Equation 
(29) of Vitanov (1998) makes the following predictions: 
Ni = 0.3254Ra 113, k, = 0.201lRa 1/6 as Ra --+ oo. (4.61) 
No prediction is made for the limiting value of A,. There are no logarithmic factors 
in this prediction and the numerical solution suggest that the next order correction 
are algebraic in Ra. 
The limiting value of A, is found to be 7/4 (see figure 4.7) and the residual 
scales as a power of Ra convincingly over at least eight decades. In figure 4.8 we see 
Vitanov's assumption that k, scales as Ra 1/6 is invalid. In actuality, the limiting 
wavenumber is 0(l), contrary to all other 1-k analyses in Optimum theory in which 
the wavenumber scale with Ra. By luck, however, Vitanov's predicted Nusselt 
scaling is correct. In fact, in figure 4.9 we see that the predicted prefactor for NJ in 
equation (4.61) is only slightly modified. An analysis of the inset plot in figure 4.9 
demonstrates that the residual scales approximately like Ra-1/3. 
To summarise it has been shown that the boundary conditions alter the form of 
the solution and are capable of causing or suppressing the appearance of logarithmic 
factors in N1. The asymptotic analysis of Chan (1971) is supported by the numerical 
solution of the no-slip problem although the fifteen decades of data is insufficient to 
present an irrefutable argument. For stress-free boundary conditions we have found 
an error with Vitanov (1998) and exposed a rather non-standard 1-k solution. The 
evidence presented here has enabled R. Kerswell to fix the asymptotic analysis of 
the l-k solution. This work will be presented in a forthcoming joint publication. 
The following section will deal with the continuation calculation of the upper 
bounding multi-k solution of (4.54). 
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Ai = 7/4 
26 10 14 
loglo Ra 
Figure 4.7: [Stress-free] Plot of the balance paxameter A, with limiting value of 7/4. 







26 10 14 
loglo Ra 
Figure 4.8: [Stress-free] Plot of k, showing convergence to an 0(1) number with 
inset figure showing that the residual decays algebraically with Ra after Ra = 109. 
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2 0 IV If+ 
loglo Ra 
Figure 4.9: [Stress-free] Plot of the prefactor in the relation N, = cRal/3 with inset 
figure showing fast algebraic convergence to a value of 0.325. 
4.6 Numerical results for multi-k 
We have seen that the 1-k solutions for stress-free and no-slip boundaries axe fun- 
damentally different. The stress-free solution for 1-k is quick to converge to its 
asymptotic limit but has a non-standard 0(1) wavenumber, while the no-slip 1-k 
problem converges slowly due to logarithmic factors in the asymptotic series expan- 
sion of N, in Ra. What of the multi-k solutions? 
Ironically, the situation is reversed in the upper bounding multi-k solutions. 
The no-slip solution quickly tends toward the asymptotic regime suggested by Chan 
(1971): 
N=0.152Ra 1/3 as Ra --+ oo (4.62) 
while over the broad range of Ra reported here the stress-free solution does not 
begin to have asYmptotic characteristics. This pathological example of stress-free 
boundaries is, however, not restricted to infinite Prandtl number, in their arbitrary 
Prandtl number convection paper Vitanov & Busse (1997) commented that: "the 
[multi-k] method seems to fail in the case of stress-free boundaries". 
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4.6.1 No-slip multi-k results 
The optimal solution was calculated for up to four wavenumbers. The bifurcation 
to five wavenumbers was found to be at approximately Ra =9x 109. In figure 
4.10 the asymptotic Ra 1/3 nature is evident and we make the prediction that the 
prefactor is 0.139 which is about 9% lower than Chan's prediction in equation (4.62). 
Circles represent bifurcation between j-mode and (j + 1)-mode solutions at which 
SC-neutrality switches to solutions with a greater number of nested boundary layers. 
Bifurcations in the horizontal wavenumbers of the optimal solution is shown in figure 
4.11 which compares favourably to figure 2.3 in Chapter 2. Owing to the appearance 
of logarithms in Chan's asymptotic solution the point of bifurcations are severely 
under-estimated in Chan (1971). Chan states that the first bifurcation occurs at 
Ra = 1010 and that asymptotically the number of wavenumbers in the solution 
grow as (log log Ra). We find that, at least before 1010 the bifurcation point are 
approximately spaced evenly in log Ra. The approach of A to the limiting value 7/4, 
which is calculated using a formula in Chapter 6 but is not reported in Chan (1971), 







0.06ý, lo 12 
loglo Ra 
0.139 
Figure 4.10: [No-slip] Plot of the Nusselt bound scaled by Ra 1/3 . Here and hence- 
forth circles indicates bifurcations from (n)-k to (n + 1)-k solutions. 
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Figure 4.11: [No-slip] Bifurcation plot of the horizontal wavenumbers k,,, associated 





Figure 4.12: [No-slip] Plot of the residual of the optimal A with limiting value 7/4. 
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4.6.2 Stress-free multi-k results 
Thinking back to the solution of the shear problem in Chapter 2 the solution to the 
no-slip problem seems similar. The form of the k-bifurcation and the approach to 
limiting values look very familiar. Turning now to the stress-free multi-k problem we 
find the solution is unorthodox in accord with a peculiarity inflicted by the boundary 
conditions alluded to by Vitanov & Busse (1997). In Section 4.3 we observed that 
the 1-k Nusselt function N, scaled as Ral/3 . Calculations of the asYmptotics of the 
2-k function N2 show a Ra 2/5 scaling which is supported by an asymptotic analysis 
by R. Kerswell. Progress on the 3-k solution is, however, computationally very 
hard and the author cannot accurately comment on the exact scaling of N3. The 
bifurcation to a 4-k solution occurs at axound Ra =7X 1011 but no points on the 
4-k branch have been calculated because of difficulties experienced getting onto that 








2 4b lu 12 
loglo Ra 
Figure 4.13: [Stress-free] Plot of the Nusselt bound scaled by Ra 2/5 (the asymptotic 
scaling of the 2-k branch). 
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To give the reader an idea of the rate of approach to a limiting exponent we rep- 
resent in figure 4.14 the local exponent as it varies with Ra along the one-, two- and 
three-mode solution branches. If, in common with Busse's original multi-k soltuion, 
the asymptotic exponent of the j-mode branch of solution follows a geometric series 
then the limiting exponent of the optimal solution may be 5/12 and hence we include 
it as a possible limiting value for A"'. 3 We would like to draw attention to the fact 
that 5/12 is also the same exponent which Otero (2002) finds for two-dimensional 
arbitrary Prandtl number convection for stress-free boundaries incorporating the 
enstrophy constraint. This means that for infinite Prandtl number convection with 
stress-free boundaries the linear velocity constraint is as potent a vaxiational con- 
straint as the enstropy constraint for 2-D convection. The similarity also suggests 
that the 3-D variational problem is insensitive to uniquely 3-D phenomena such as 
vortex stretching. 
In the absence of a prediction for the asymptotic nature of the 3-k solution, or 
for the upper bounding multi-k solution, in figure 4.13 the Nusselt bound is depicted 
scaled by the 2-k Nusselt function scaling of Ra2/5. In figure 4.15 the k-bifurcation 
is depicted and in figure 4.16 the optimal A is shown although there is no obvious 
limiting value for A and a dash line at 1.7 has only been included to guide the eye. 
There are two features of the k-bifurcation diagram which set this solution apart from 
the no-slip solution. The first is that the distance from start point to first bifurcation 
and from first to second bifurcation point is almost the same (in fact the latter is a 
little longer). This is significant because it indicates that the 1-k to 2-k transition is 
as important as the 2-k to 3-k transition. In the canonical problem in Chapter 2 the 
1-k to 2-k transition is most significant in changing the scaling properties of the upper 
bound on Nu (compare with figure 4.10). On the contrary for stress-free boundaries 
the first two transition in the solution axe equally significant to the scaling of the 
upper bound N. The second feature of the k-bifurcation which distinguishes the 
stress-free problem is that the lowest wavenumber decreasing monotonically after 
the 1-k to 2-k transition and is well separated from the other wavenumbers. This 
observation may be crucial to understanding the 3-k asymptotics and could signal 
3We postulate 5/12 as the asYmptotic optimal exponent because it is the limit of a geometric 
series with first term 1/3 and second term 2/5 - and hence with absolute ratio 1/5. 
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Figure 4.14: [Stress-free] Plot of the Ra-exponent of the function Nj over the full 
range of Ra calculated assuming the relation Nj = cRa'yj. Branches are labelled 
by their corresponding mode number j-k. Dashed lines are included for comparison 
at 1/3, the limiting expontent for 1-k, at 2/5, the limiting exponent for 2-k, and 
at 5/12 a possible exponent for the optimal solution. Circles represent the point of 
bifurcation from j-mode to (j + 1)-mode solutions. No points have been calculated 
on the four-mode branch after the third circle. 
difficulties in attempting a full multi-k asymptotic analysis of the optimal solution. 
We therefore end this section with an incomplete picture of the optimal solution to 
the stress-free problem. More work will be needed to resolve the asymptotics of the 
3-k branch and to calculate perhaps three decades of the 4-k branch. One could 
postulate from the evidence in figure 4.10 that the optimal asymptotic scaling of N 
is Ra 2/5, but, it is certain that the scaling exponent must lie somewhere between 2/5 
and 1/2. To narrow this range of uncertainty in the next Chapter we will perform 
a conservative bound estimate of the optimal solution or, to kidnap a phrase from 
Doering & Constantin (1998), we will be attempting to bound the bound$ in order 
to estimate the optimal scaling. Before this we pause to analysis the optimal fields 
in order to gain some insight into what structure might play a role in deriving good 
conservative bounds. 
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Figure 4.15: [Stress-free] Bifurcation plot of the horizontal wavenumbers k associated 
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loglo Ra 
Figure 4.16: [Stress-free] Plot of the optimal A with the dashed line at 1.7 included 
to guide the eye. 
1.8 
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4.7 Optimal means and future work 
Recall that the mean gradient for the optimal solution (from 4.22) is computed 
according to 
T, = wO - (wO) - 1, (4.63) 
while the optimal background is related to TT by the equation 
(4.64) 
Although we do not solve for the mean as part of the numerical programme, we can 
calculate the mean profile T directly from the fluctuation field by integrating (4.63) 
and invoking the boundary conditions: 
z j 
w(i)ý(i)di - (wF)z +1-z. 
2=0 
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T 
Figure 4.17: Comparison plot of the mean temperature profile for stress-free bound- 
aries at Ra = 107 . The dot-dash curve is data from a 
3D DNS experiment generously 
supplied by S. Labrosse. 
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stress-free problem (at Ra = 107) to 3D DNS data taken from figure 6 of Sotin 
& Labross (1999). The profiles are in qualitative agreement except for the non- 
zero interior gradient of the optimal mean. Each profile has an inversion in the 
sign of the gradient within the thermal boundary layer. For the optimal solution 
T,, (O) =0 owing to optimal equation (4.44), however, this cannot be derived from 
the governing equation and is a feature of the bounding problem only. The data of 
Sotin & Labross (1999) does not exhibit this particular feature. 
The value of 7-' in the interior of the channel is actually positive for all Ra in 
contrast to the shear flow problem in which the background field has no interior 
slope for high Re. In the following Chapter we will investigate the potency of this 
feature in the background field by calculating conservative estimates of N using 
simplified test functions for 7% The result of that study will also give us some insight 
into the asymptotic scaling rule for the optimal solution of the stress-free boundaries 
problem. 
To round-up, we have established the validity of the asymptotic scaling of Ra 1/3 
for the no-slip problem first stated by Chan (1971); good correspondence is found 
between the no-slip solution and the solution to the PCF problem in Chapter 2; 
and we found that the stress-free boundary condition strongly alters the nature of 
the solutions, delaying bifurcation to higher mode solutions and therefore slowing 
convergence to the asymptotic limit. 
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4. A Appendix 
We consider here only the solution of the 1-k optimal equations for simplicity of 
notation. The multi-k is an easy extension of this programme once equations (4.56) 
and (4.57) are folded into the analysis. 
If we denote by L the bi-Laplacian (D2 - k2)2 then optimal equations (4.45) and 
(4.46) can be rewritten as 
-AL-'(ýT') and w= Rak 
2 L-'(ý). (4.65) 
In this case, after some algebra, the non-scalar optimal equations (4.44,4.45,4.46 
and 4.48) can be reduced to the following single equation: 
2(D 2-k 2)j + 2(A + (wj»w -w20- Rak 2 L-'(w52) = 0. (4.66) 
where w depends linearly on F by relation (4-65) and therefore its solution is con- 
tingent on pre-calculation of the inverse bi-Laplacian. Equation (4-49) for A can be 
substituted explicitly into this equation. The system of optimal equations is then 
reduced to one spatial equation and one scalar equation, namely (4.66) and (4.56). 
A strategy for inverting powers of the Laplacian using the spectral method with 
Jacobi polynomials and Galerkin projection was presented in Ierley (1997) and dc- 
tails for the stress-free boundaries implementation can be found in the unpublished 
Appendix B of Ierley & Worthing (2001)4. 
We expand the temperature fluctuation field in the Jacobi polynomials P(111) k 
namely 
K 
O(X) = (1 _ X2) 
EF RO ' 1) k, 2k (X) ý 
k=O 
where x= 2z -1 and we only select even polynomials because of the assumed 
symmetry in the optimal solution. The expansion of w (and similarly q) for no-slip 
boundaries is 




and for stress-free boundaries 
K 
W(X) = (1 _ X2) 
E(l 
- 02k X2)WkP2(k1'1)(X» 
k=O 
4 Available upon request from the papers first author, G. Terley. 
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where 
2 +j(j + 3)_ 
10 +j(j + 3)* 
These representations for w and ý have the boundaxy conditions built in. 
Equation (4.66) is posed as a finite dimensional approximation by taking Galerkin 
projections of the derivative operators, using LU decomposition to invert L, and ten- 
sor contractions to form the cubic terms. The derivative matrices are symmetric and 
sparse. For example, the bi-Laplacian L is a penta-diagonal matrix. The most ex- 
pensive operations are calculating the cubic nonlineaxity in equation (4-66), such as 
W2ý, since the Galerkin projection would seem to require a fourth order contraction 
with a tensor having elements defined (for no-slip boundaxies) by 
1 
dX (1 - X2)6p(2,2) (X) p(2,2) (X) p(1,1) (X) p, 
(1,1) (X). Cijkl '-: - iikI 
Given that the basis sets have, for some extreme cases) included even polynomials to 
degree m= 1800, this approach is not remotely feasible, even with some reductions 
based on symmetries and other selection rules. 
This difficulty can be partly overcome by performing sequential contractions 
with two third-rank tensors but the overhead for the initial computation of tensor 
elements with Gaussian quadrature of order 3m/2 is still burdensome, and storage 
scales as O(M3). 
It is preferable here simply to revert to a pseudospectral treatment of cubic 
nonlinearities since the operations count and storage requirements are both O(m 2), 
a small fraction of the O(M3 ) requirements for matrix inversion at each step of 
Newton's method. 5 We elected to use a conventional forward transform. There 
is a potential gain still to be had by switching to the O(M(logM)2) Driscoll & 
Healy (1994) fast Legendre transformbut the net speedup would be slight. For 
accuracy and consistency of the inverse transform, it is important to use a kernel 
consistingof (j_X2)pý1,1)(x) even though this means thecoefficients in theresulting 3 
expansion then require inversion of a (symmetric) tridiagonal form. (The basis set 
for 0 diagonalizes the second derivative operator, not the unit operator. ) 
In devloping a continuation code for this problem, the analytic Jacobian for the 
optimal equations was derived and used in the multi-dimensional Newton iteration 
51n principle the rank one updates of quasi-Newton methods can reduce the latter overhead but 
our experience of these with spectral methods has not proved encouraging. 
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scheme. This saved a good deal of cpu time over the alternative finite-difference 
approximation of the Jacobian matrix. Unfortunately, computing the Jacobian ma- 
trix is a particularly laborious exercise in tensor manipulations, and the algebra can 
be checked against a finite difference approximation. The k-derivative of L-I for 
instance, is 
d422 4j)-l 23 
T(D -2k D +k L-'(-4kD + 4k I)L-1. k 
where the D4 and D2 here represent derivative matrices and I is defined by 
1 




Convection at infinite Prandtl 
number: 
(11) Conservative bounds 
5.1 Introduction 
While the previous chapters have considered full solutions of the optimal equations 
for CDH bounding problems, this chapter will look at calculating estimates of opti. 
mal bounds by using a family of test functions. Indeed, earlier work at extracting 
scalings from this method has involved considering fixed form test functions as back- 
ground profiles. In the seminal papers of Constantin & Doering (1995) Doering & 
Constantin (1994,1996), a piecewise linear profile, with constant gradient boundary 
layer and zero gradient interior, was employed as a test function. Using functional 
analytic estimates on terms in the spectral constraint conservative upper bounds 
were derived without the need for numerics. Moreover, the derived scalings were 
invariably found to be optimal in the case of shear flow (see Busse, 1970; Doering & 
Constantin, 1994) and several problems in convection. In the problem of convection 
in a porous media such upper bounds were also found to fit tightly over experimental 
data (see Otero et al., 2004). In each of these problems a numerical treatment of the 
spectral constraint and optimisation over the balance parameter was only found to 
improve the prefactor of the upper bound (see Nicodemus, Grossmann & 11olthaus, 
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1997a, b). 
This simple class of test function (pictured on the left of figure 5-1) have also 
been applied to the problem of infinite Prandtl number convection as described in 
the previous chapter. The best pure analytic result for no-slip boundary conditions 
was found to be Ra2/5 (Doering & Constantin, 2001)1 which was also found to be 
the case if SC-neutrality is enforced numerically in Otero (2002). These estimates 
are, however, far from the optimal scaling of Ral/3 (Chan, 1971). Our task in this 
chapter is to investigate the balances in the optimal equations which the simplest 
test functions fail to capture. We extend the standard one-parameter test functions 
to two-parameter functions with variable interior-gradient (pictured in figure 5-1). 
The method of solution will closely follow the method of solution exemplified by 
Otero (2002). 
The discussion of the variant boundaxy conditions for stress-free convection will 
also continue. The only known conservative estimate result for this problem is 
independent of the Prandtl number. In Doering & Constantin (1996) piecewise 
linear profiles with an interior slope of +1, and standard constant-slope boundary 
layer, and simple functional estimates yield a Ral/2 upper bound correct for both no- 
slip and stress-free conditions. Therefore, the expectation is to calculate an exponent 
lesser than I and therefore closer to optimal. 2 
The chapter will begin with a discourse of the structure of the problem to be 
solved. Then, following Otero (2002), a determinant condition on a matrix of coef- 
ficients will be formulated. A short discussion of the solution programme and the 
presentation of findings will end the chapter. 
5.2 Formulation 
Bearing in mind that the optimal equations depend only on the slope of the back- 
ground fieldr, it makes sense to write an expression for r' only. A direct consequence 
of the boundary conditions r(O) = 1, r(l) =0 is 
f1 
T'dz 
'This result uses only functional analytic inequalities to bound the quadratic functional, however, 
Constantin & Doering (1999) deduce a logarithmic upper bound of the form Ra 1/3 (log Ra)2/3 using 





Flat interior Variable interior 
Figure 5.1: Enlarged set of test functions 
so that given an interior gradient of p, symmetry across the mid-channel (which is 




for zE [0, J], 
TP 26 
for zE [J, 1/2]. 
A sketch of the enlargement of the class of piecewise linear profiles described above 
is shown in figure 5.1. We assume that the balance paxameter has no effect on the 
scaling of the estimate and set A=2 (this hypothesis will be vindicated in Chapter 
6). The conservative estimate of the optimal bound, Nu :5 fol 7- 12 1 is calculated 
subject to SC-neutrality, as 
Nu < N(Jp) := 
(1 + p)2 
_ p(2 + p). (5.2) 28 
The hope is that the non-negativity of Q in the spectral constraint: 
11 (DO, ikO) 112 + 2(wOr') >0 for any k and suitable w, 0. 
will be enhanced by the inclusion of interior-slope and therefore a larger boundary 
depth S will be admissible, thus decreasing the upper bound. The meaning of suitable 
in the definition of the spectral constraint is contingent on the specific boundary 
conditions and also the momentum constraint. To recap the boundary conditions 
are: 
No-slip 0=w= Dw =q= Dq = 0, 
Stress-free O=w=D 2W = q= D2q=0. 
Restricting the class of background fields to fixed form test functions necessarily 
reduces the potency of the bounding procedure over the optimal calculation. 
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sub-optimal bound is calculated by selecting a pair (Jp) which is SC-stable. In 
eigenvalue form, SC-stability is a condition on the most positive eigenvalue, denoted 
by j7, of the system: 
2(D 2-k 2)0 - 2w7-'+ Rak 
2q= p0l 
(D 2-k 2)2 q+ 207-' = 0, 
(5.3) 
(D 2-k 2)2W - Rak 
20 
= 0. 
If for any kER we have 7!: 5 0 then 7-(z) is SC-stable. Profiles which are SC-stable 
and have 17(k) =0 for some k are said to be SC-neutral. A fact which allows us to 
restrict attention to the boundary of the admissible set {7-(z) : ; 7, <0 Vk E RI is 
the convexity of Q with respect to rl. 
5.2.1 Convexity of the admissible set 
I Let r'(z) = -1 + 0(y) so that fo' O(z)dz =0 and consider two mean-zero function 
01(z) and 02(Z) that are both admissible candidates for the spectral constraint. 
Then 
TI, 01 <0 o=* for all suitable w and 0, IIVO112 + 2(wO(01(z) - 1)) ý! 
0 
and 
'4-': * for all suitable w and 
0, IIVO112 + 2(WO(02(Z) - 1)) :? 0- 1702 "ýý 0' 
Now let 0<a<1. Owing to linearity of 0 in the integrals above we see that 
IIVO112 '2* + 2(wO(aoi (z) + (1 - a)02 (Z) - 1» ý: 0 <: ' 77a401+(1-a)02 :5 
0' 
Thus the set of admissible functions 4) = {01; 70 < 01 is convex. In terms of the 
function space, we need only consider the boundary, &P, on which T=0, and seek 
the minimum distance between the origin and this boundary. The distance function 
of interest is the Nusselt bound N(Jp). It will be assumed that the isospectral 
surface, 11 = 0, is smooth and that the minimum is well-defined. 
5.2.2 Uniformity ink 
What allows us to write the spectral constraint as a constraint purely on single- 
mode fields? Thinking back to the original statement of the spectral constraint: 
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JIVOI12 + A(WOrl) ý: 0 for any w and 0 satisfying the boundary conditions and 
the momentum equation. If we Fourier expand the fields w and 0 in general we have 
a multi-mode expansion: W= Eke ikx Wk(z) and similarly for 0. Then Q= Ek Qk 
where 
Qk ý li(DOk)ik0k) 112 + /\(WkOk-r') ýý 0. 
It is clear that for single-mode fields Qk ý! 0 =ý' Q ý! 0. Given that the spectral 
constraint must be applied to all fields this means that all single-mode fields must 
be admissible. Because the boundary conditions and momentum equation are linear 
no mode mixing occurs and hence all multi-mode fields axe admissible fields as 
Q= Ek Qk and we have already seen that Qk ý: 0. To summaxise there is uniformity 
across k: 
0 VWi 0 4`* Qk ý! 0 Vk ER and w(z), O(z). (5.4) 
In actual fact at fixed Ra there is only a finite region A C: R for which the the 
conduction profile is unstable. That is, for kVA and r' = -1 for 0 :5z -< 
1 the 
least damped eigenvalue is always negative, 77 < 0. This can be attributed to the 
potency of the term 0110112 in Qk for high values of k. Of course, the high k-cutoff, 
which we will denote k+, increases with increasing Ra. 
5.2.3 Seeking J,, pt 
Our intention now is, for fixed Ra and p, to find the optimal 3 which both minimises 
and ensures the test function is SC-stable. Since N(Jp) is monotonic in 6 it 
suffices to find the maximum J. A further minimisation of N over the secondary 
parameter p will be performed at the last step. 
The convexity property on ýý described in Section (5.2.1) implies that for any 
k< k+ there is a unique J, 3 say, for which the most positive eigenvalue is zero, 
;7=0, and for lesser J it is negative, 17 > 0. Finding 3 involves solving system (5.3) 
with ji = 0. The optimal boundary layer thickness is then 
J, 
pt = min k<k+ 
(5.5) 
owing to the monotonicity of N with 6 this minimisation statement can also be 
written as 
NI(p) = max N(3, p). (5.6) 
k<k+ 
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Symmetry F--------- Z=l 2 
Region ff 
Matching ---------------------- z=S 
Region I 
Wall //////// /7 z=O 
Figure 5.2: Regions of constant r' for the two-parameter test functions 
Noting that 3 varies with p the final step in the optimisation is a minimisation over 
the interior gradient. The resulting bound is then 
Nu < min max N(J, p). '5.7) PER k<k+ 
The case p=0 is the one-parameter family of solution used by Otero (2002) 
to extract a Ra2/5 scaling. It is hoped that inclusion of positive interior slope will 
help the positivity of Q such that a larger Jopt will be valid, thereby improving the 
scaling of the upper bound. 
Solving this problem numerically is a much simpler task than solving the optimal 
problem owing to the fact that a semi-analytic solution can be sought when T' 
is piecewise constant. The next section deals with deriving the complex valued 
functions which solve system (5.3) in the two regions (boundary and interior) and 
posing a determinant condition on a matrix of coefficients. 
5.3 Solution technique 
The method to be discussed below is the best of the range of possible numerical 
solutions available. Other techniques attempted include a two domain spectral ele- 
ment attack and a finite difference method using shooting paxameters for matching 
boundary and mid-channel conditions. After a little experimentation, it is clear that 
the best procedure is the reduction of the problem to a determinant condition on a 
10 X 10 matrix of coefficients, given the speed to code and the abundance of high 
quality numerical routines for evaluating determinants, eigenvalues and to factor 
matrices. 
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So let us begin by considering system (5-3) with p=0 and piecewise constant 
T'. Within the regions of constant r' shown in figure 5.2, the system is a set of 
lineax, constant-coefficient differential equations which can be solved with complex 
exponentials. One can easily show that the system is tenth order in w and therefore 
that the solution will be a linear combination of ten exponentials. Moreover, by 
substituting 
[0, w, q] = [a, b, c] e" 
into (5.3) and fixing -r', the subsequent auxiliary equation reveals that the roots are: 
two real roots of multiplicity two (a = ±k), and six complex roots of (Ct2 - k2)3 = 
2Rak 271. 
All of the variables can be expressed in terms of w so we base our description 
of the paxticular solutions associated to each root on w and note that: (1) in the 
repeated roots case the particular solutions have 
O(z) =0 and q(z) = 
27-' 
W(Z), (5.8) Rak2 
and (2) in the complex roots case the paxticular solutions have 
O(Z) = 
(a 2-k 2)2 
w(z) and q(z) 
271 
W(Z). (5.9) Rak2 Rak2 
Note the difference in sign between the two expressions for q(z). Now define the 
solution in Region I as 
Wl (Z) : -2 Wl 1 
(Z) + W12 (Z) 
where wil is the part of the solution associated to the repeated roots and W12 to 
the complex roots, and similarly for Region II. In Region I we can use the boundary 
conditions to solve for half of the coefficients and in Region II we assume even 
2- 
symmetry in w, 
3W 1 Dw=D =0 at Z=2, 
to also reduce the coefficients in that region by half. 
The coefficients of the solution will be denoted by cl, ..., clo. Coefficients C1 9 C2 v C3 
will be associated to the complex roots and c4, c5 to the real roots in Region I. While 
C6 s C7 i C8 will 
be associated to the complex roots and cq, clo to the real roots in Re- 
gion 
'For a discussion of symmetry of the ground-state eigenfunction and why even symmetry is more 
potent than odd see Appendix C of 
Otero (2002). 
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5.3.1 Real roots 
The solutions in Region II are independent of boundary condition, thus W21 and W22 
are the same for no-slip and stress-free. By insisting on even symmetry we find that 
W21 = c9 cosh(k-; ) + cloi sinh(ki) - 
(5.10) 
where i= z- 1. For no-slip boundary condition the repeated-roots Region I solution 2 
is 
W11 : -z C4(sinh(kz) - kze -kz) + c5zsinh(kz), 
while for stress-free boundary conditions, this is 
w1l = c4 sinh(kz) + c5z cosh(kz). 
(5-12) 
5.3.2 Complex roots 
By making the transformation p2 =k2a2 the complex roots can be written down 
more explicitly as 





ý, 'Ra e i(2j)ir/3 for r' > 0, k 
where j=1,2,3. The positive square root is selected when finding 3 in expression 
(5.13). We use al , a2, a3 to denote the Region 
I complex roots and a6, a7, a8 to 
denote the Region II complex roots. 
The Region II part of the solution is for either boundaxy condition 
W22 = c6 cosh(a6i) + C7 cosh(a7i) + c8 cosh(a8i). 
(5.14) 
For stress-free boundaxy conditions, the Region I solution is 
W12 = cl sinh(aiz) + C2 sinh(a2Z) + C3 sinh(Cf3Z), 
(5.15) 
while for no-slip this part of the solution is rather unwieldy 
W12 --"4 ci(sinh(aiz) - 
a' 
sinh(a3Z)) + C2(sinh(a2Z) sinh(ce3Z)) Cf3 
(h 
-M 
Lf Lýf 2) 
a3 (5.16) 
+ C3(cosh(aiz) - U2 - f3) cosh 
a2Z + U2 -M 
cosh a3Z) 
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but we have made the expression slightly tidier by setting fj = (a? - k2)2, I for 
i=1,2,3. Putting everything together we have a solution for w in terms of ten 
coefficients cl, - .., clo and six complex roots. Region I and II solutions for O(z) and 
q(z) can be constructed using the rules in expression (5.8) and (5.9). 
5.3.3 Matching conditions 
The job of constructing the semi-analytic solutions is finished. It only remains to 
specify ten jump conditions to match the solution in Region I to that in Region II: 
[O]s = [DO]j =0 
[w]j = [Dw]6 = [D 2W]j = [D3W]6 =0 (5.17) 
[qlj = [Dq]s = [D 2 qlj = [D 3 q]8 = 
where the jump across z=J has been denoted by [f]8 = f2(J) - fl (6). Each of these 
jump conditions depend lineaxly on all of the coefficients and hence (5.17) may be 
written in matrix form: 
Mc=Ol for c= [C,,..., CIOIT 
5.3.4 Determinant method 
Section (5.2-3) described how to obtain a conservative upper bound from these test 
functions. How does that correspond to this solution method? At fixed Ra, P and 
ka zero of the determinant, at J=ý say, implies the existence of a solution to 
equations (5-3) with it = 0. If J' is the smallest J for which det M=0 then ý=3 
and therefore the least damped eigenvalue is zero (7! = 0). The upshot of this is 
that equation (5.5) can be restated as a determinant condition: 
Jopt = min {d: detM=0}. (5.18) k<k+ 
and, likewise, equations (5.6) and (5.7) can be rewritten replacing I! =0 with 
det M=0. The method of solution is best represented by the mini-max problem 
for the upper bound: 
Nu < min max JN(J) :J smallest s. t. det M= 0} (5.19) PER k<k+ 
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For fixed Ra the primary task is to locate J,, pt the global maximum of 
3 (for which 
detM and its first derivative are both zero), and then to follow this point by con- 
tinuation. A secondary minimisation over the interior gradient p is also included in, 
the continuation as a subsidiary Newton iteration loop. Therefore, beginning at low 
Ra the optimal point can be traced smoothly3 in Ra up to the asymptotic regime at 
low cost. The subtlety here is that row and column operations must be applied to 
M in order to scale out all of the explicit Ra-dependence to facilitate a solution to 
high Ra with only double precision computer axithmetic. The problem of resolution 
at high Ra is not one of dynamical range of terms but of cancellation of similarly 
sized terms. At about Ra = 1020 double precision arithmetic begins to fail and 
multiple-precision numerical techniques axe then required to move past this point. 
An attempt was made to extract the limiting exponent by a symbolic determi- 
nate, with vaxious levels of truncation of the entries of M. An expansion of the 
trigonometric terms out to J3 makes the determinant vanish identically, so that a 
nontrivial determinant expansion must keep terms at least one degree higher. Un- 
fortunately, doing so leads to so complex an algebraic set of manipulations we have 
not been able to distill from this the essence of the balance determination. This 
supports the notion that the numerical solution should become ill-resolved due to 
cancellation of terms of moderate size. 
5.4 Results 
As we proceed to discuss the results of the computation it will be helpful to define 
some notation. Optimal parameters will henceforth be denoted by subscript 0Pt- 
A polynomial dependence for the upper bound and the wavenumber on Ra will 
be assumed, so Npt , Ralf' and k,, pt - Ra^t2. The exponents yj and -t2will 
be 
calculated locally be evaluating dlog(. )/dlog(Ra) pointwise. 
Because A is fixed at 2, the optimal test functions bifurcates from the conduction 
profile at ! Ra,. In the next paragraph the behaviour of the optimal test functions 2 
close to bifurcation will be discussed. Later the asymptotic findings for no-slip and 
stress-free boundary conditions will be studied sepaxately. At the end of this section 










Figure 5.3: The form of the optimal test function at low Ra (102 - 103) for no-slip 
and stress-free boundary conditions. 
supplementary evidence will be presented in order to confirm the validity of the 
numerics and then comparison will be made between the test function results and 
the optimal solutions calculated in Chapter 4. 
5.4.1 Low Ra behaviour 
A smooth transition from the conduction profile (, r' =- 1) to the path of the optimal 
solution through the (Jp)-family can occur in two ways. Either the interior of 
the function opens up a negative gradient smoothly connecting back to -1 at the 
bifurcation point or an interior with zero gradient emerges out of the bifurcation. 
The two types of behaviour are pictured in figure 5.3. Our calculations show that in 
the no-slip case the former scenaxio leads to the smallest upper bound on Nu, while 
in the stress-free case the smaller upper bound emerges from the latter scenario. 
5.4.2 No-slip scalings 
Recall that the objective in extending the test function approach of Otero (2002) 
to a (Jp)-family was to bring into correspondence the conservative bound method, 
for which the best no-slip bound scales like Ra2/5, with the optimal scaling of Ral/3 
and in so doing reveal what particular feature of the background field is critical to 
the optimal calculation. We will find that the 'optimal features' of T(z) can not be 
found using the (Jp)-family of test functions. The scaling of the upper bound is 
improved to Ra7/20 but it still removed from the optimal scaling of Ral/3. 
Figure 5.4 shows the local exponent yj in N= Rall' and, as an inset plot, the rate 
of convergence to 7/20 as Ra --+ oo. Note that this convergence is extremely slow 
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and that even using multiple-precision numerics there is still only three decimal place 
accuracy at Ra = 1030. The optimal interior gradient settles to a positive value, 
shown in figure 5.6, and the behaviour of the optimal wavenumber is k- Ra 1/4 1 
shown in figure 5.5, which is identical to the behaviour of the 1-k solution of Chapter 
4. Since convergence is very slow we have used Shanks extrapolation4 to resolve the 
limiting value of ppt. 
4We iterate the vector of p,, pt data, which is equi-spaced in log Ra, using the 
Shanks transform 



















---- --------- -yj = 7/20 
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loglo Ra 
Figure 5.4: [No-slip] The exponent -yj of the upper bound Npt with a limiting value 
of 7/20. The inset plot shows the residual of the local exponent and 7/20 calculated 






Figure 5.5: [No-slip) The exponent -y2 for the optimal wavenumber kopt 
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Popt 
0.0213 
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loglo Ra 
0.2 
















:1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 
P 
Figure 5.6: [No-slip] The optimal interior gradient with a limiting value of p 
0.0213. Two particular points in Ra have been selected for comparison of the value 
of Nj as a function of p. 
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5.4.3 Stress-free scalings 
Ironically, although the multi-k analysis of the optimal problem for stress-free bound- 
ary conditions is rather non-standard (as illustrated in Chapter 4), the computation 
of the conservative bound was easier than the equivalent calculation for no-slip 
boundaxy conditions. Indeed, in figure 5.7 the convergence to a limiting exponent 
of 5/12 is considerably faster than for no-slip and the resolution required to follow 
the solution to Ra = 1035 was 32 digits (quad-precision) compared to 96 digits 
('duodecuple'-precision) for no-slip. 
In figure 5.8 the optimal interior-gradient is shown to tend to a limiting value 
of p=0.103. Also pictured is the small region of Ra past Ra = 11 Ra, where a 
zero-gradient interior is favoured before a positive interior-gradient emerges. This 
is evident from the plot of Nj(p) where a non-trivial minimum is observed in curve 
(b) but not curve (a). The optimal wavenumber, shown in figure 5.9, is seen to scale 
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loglo Ra 
-tl = 5/12 
Figure 5.7: [Stress-free] The exponent -yj of the upper bound with a limiting value 
of 5/12. The inset plot shows the residual of the local exponent and 5/12 calculated 
using multiple-precision numerics. 
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Figure 5.8: The optimal interior gradient with a limiting value of p=0.103. Two 
particular points in Ra have been selected for comparison of the value of N, as a 
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loglo Ra 
-y2 = 1/4 
Figure 5.9: [Stress-free] The exponent y2 for the optimal wavenumber k-, pt 
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5.4.4 Consistent numerics 
Although in principle the determinant method of solution is the most efficient (mem- 
ory and cpu-time wise), the correspondence with a method which directly calculates 
the spectrum of the spectral constraint eigenvalue problem is not entirely clear with- 
out a couple of subsidiary checks. Two problems may arise during computation. 
Firstly, if there is a discontinuity in the slope of the envelope of the eigenvalues due 
to crossing of eigenvalues the method outlined here may not sense the change in the 
highest eigenvalue. This has been investigated by plotting the value of the determi- 
nant for J less than the contested J,, pt at fixed p, k, and Ra. It was found that the 
determinant increased in magnitude in an unbounded manner and the conclusion 
was that no other S made det M zero and hence to Jpt there corresponds a zero of 
the lowest eigenvalue. 
The second possible anomalous behaviour of this method is the possibility of 
multiple maxima in the envelope of eigenvalues associated to the spectral constraint. 
This would correspond to a 1-k solution becoming multi-k as is seen in the optimal 
solution and also reported by Nicodemus et al. (1997b) when using two-parameter 
piecewise quadratic test functions to calculate a conservative bound in the shear flow 
problem. Of course, a new maximum of the spectral constraint eigenvalue problem 
would also be accompanied by a new maximum in N(J, p) over k. Tracldng the 
global maximum amongst several local maxima would obviously be a more sensitive 
procedure than that discussed in this Chapter. In fact, for both boundary conditions 
the graph of N(3, p) for a relatively high value of Ra shows that the solutions are 
manifestly 1-k (see figure 5.10). Only a single maximum between zero and the cutoff 
point k+ is evident in both cases. 
These two subsidiary tests certify that Npt(Ra) is indeed a true upper bound 


















Figure 5.10: Plot of N as a function of k for fixed p=p,, pt and Ra, prior to 
maximisation over k to find the optimal boundary layer thickness J,, pt (see section 
5.3.4). Frame (a) is for no-slip conditions at Ra = 1019 and (b) for stress-free 
conditions at Ra = 1020 . Dotted lines represent the cutoff value k+ past which 
conduction state is always stable. The starred points represent the maximum and 
hence the optimal values of k and 8 which yield the upper bound on Nu. 
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5.4.5 Comparison with optimal profiles 
In figures 5.11 and 5.13 we compare and contrast the form of the background field, 
7-(z), for optimal solutions taken from Chapter 4 with the optimal (Jp)-functions 
at the same Ra. Are the (J, p)-family an adequate approximation to the ideal? We 
will try to answer this question by comparing two views of the background field as 
shown in figure 5.11. Remember that the mid-channel is located at z= 1/2 and 
that 7-(0) = 1. In figures 5.12 and 5.13 the left plot shows the closeness of fit for 
the interior of the slope and the right plot shows the boundary-layer fit. Their axes 
limits correspond to the size of the slender dashed boxes in figure 5.11. 
The comparison of depth of boundary layer seems adequate for both boundary 
conditions. For stress-free, the interior slope is very flat across the channel and is 
therefore quite well approximated by the test function. This would suggest that 
for stress-free the (8, p)-family have captured the salient features of the optimal 
background field and perhaps that the optimal asymptotic scaling has been attained. 
For no-slip, the story is not at all similar for the interior approximation. The optimal 
background has more prominent over-shoot than stress-free and the interior slope is 
relatively insignificant, and the (5, p)-family fails to capture this irregular shape. 
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Figure 5.12: Comparing the stress-free optimal solution with the test function at 
Ra = 10". At this value of Ra the optimal solution is 3-k. 
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Figure 5.13: Comparing the no-slip optimal solution with the test function at 
Ra =4x 109. At this value of Ra the optimal solution is 4-k. 
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5.5 Discussion 
To conclude, it is clear that there is no one-size-fits-all family of test functions with 
the power to produce optimal scaling for both boundary conditions covered here. 
The (6, p)-family is suited to stress-free but not to no-slip conditions. More thought 
needs to be given to constructing test functions suitable to attaining the optimal 
scaling for no-slip boundary conditions. It is not at all clear that sticking with 
piecewise linear profiles will enable one to to reach the goal of a Ral/3 scaling. The 
evidence in the interior view of figure 5.12 suggests that higher order polynomials 
should be used to approximate the over-shoot and second boundary layer structure. 
We end this Chapter with plots, figures 5.14 and 5.15, of the conservative upper 
bounds calculated in this Chapter and the optimal upper bounds of Chapter 4 
scaled by the optimal asymptotic scalings. These figures represent the climax of this 
research project. As a final parting comment on Chapters 4 and 5 we note that the 
no-slip problem while being accessible to the traditional multi-k asymptotic analysis 
pioneered by Busse (1969 b) is ill-suited to a conservative bound analysis using (J, P)- 
family of test functions. Conversely, the stress-free problem seems well-suited to the 
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Figure 5.14: [No-slip] A comparison of the conservative bound and the optimal 
bound calculated in Chapter 4 scaled by the optimal asymptotic scaling of Ral/3. 
The dot-dash curve is the conservative upper bound which scales as Ra7/20. The 
solid curve is the optimal bound and the circles represent wavenumber bifurcation 
points for the optimal solution. Dashed lines show the behaviour of the 1-k and 
2-k bounds extended beyond the points after which they are no longer valid upper 
bounds. 
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Figure 5.15: [Stress-free] A comparison of the conservative bound and the optimal 
bound calculated in Chapter 4 scaled by the best guess for the optimal asymptotic 
scaling of Ra5/12 (in the absence of any extra knowledge of the asymptotic behaviour 
for the optimal solution). The dot-dash curve is the conservative upper bound which 
scales as Ra5/12. The solid curve is the optimal bound and the circles represent 
wavenumber bifurcation points for the optimal solution. Dashed lines show the 
behaviour of the 1-k, 2-k and 3-k bounds extended beyond the points after which 
they are no longer valid upper bounds. 
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This Chapter contains two short results which are intended to be complementary to 
the material in Chapters 2 to 5. The first result relates to the balance parameter 
and is applicable to all Chapters, while the second is an empirical result relating to 
the PCF bounding problem. 
6.1 Balance parameters 
In this section we will address the issue of whether optimisation over the balance 
parameter, first introduced by Nicodemus et al. (1997a), can have any significant 
effect on the upper bounds. Most importantly can the choice of balance parame- 
ter produce a change in the asymptotic scaling exponent or does it only affect the 
numerical prefactor? We analyse the two standard CDH bounding problems con- 
sidered in this thesis: plane Couette flow and infinite Prandtl number convection in 
the limit of large control parameter (Re or Ra). 
6.1.1 The generic form of CDH problems 
We will first show that the two bounding problems considered in this thesis have the 
same form except that in the infinite Prandtl number problem there is an associated 
point-wise constraint. To show this let us begin by considering the plane Couette 
flow Lagrangian in Chapter 2 
2 
)2) 2 D= 
4(A - 1) 
((0'+ Re + Re v 
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where (IVZ; 12) + A(O'PjP3). The spectral constraint requires that 
>0 for any divergence-free P satisfying Dirichlet boundary conditions. 
The Reynolds number dependence is contained in the boundary conditions for O(z). 
If we transform 0 --+ OlRe the background now satisfies 
OWD 
and a corresponding scaling of P brings equation (6.1), once divided through by Re 27 
into the form 
D 
\2 (6.2) 
4(A - 1) 
The quadratic functional now hides the Re-dependence as follows 
21 (IVDI )+ R(O LýIýý3) (6.3) 
where R=A Re. We know from Chapter 2 that the optimal scaling for this problem 
is b= O(Re). Given any function 0 there exists a critical point R=R, below which 
the spectral constraint is satisfied and for R> Rc the spectral constraint does not 
hold. The calculation of the critical Reynolds number is therefore independent of the 
balance parameter. For the particular 0 under consideration the best possible bound 
available will be achieved by at once maximising Re and minimising the prefactor 
, \2/4(, \ - 1): the optimal A will be contained in the interval [1, oo). 
Now let us consider the Lagrangian in the infinite Prandtl number problem 
(W, 0), (6.4) Z(-, \ - 1) 
where W(,,, \)(w, 0) = (IV012) +A (7-'wO). The spectral constraint (w, 0) >0 
must be fulfilled by all single-mode fields (w, 0) satisfying the pointwise constraint 
V4W + RaV. 20 =0 and boundary conditions in figure 4.1. Equation (6.4) already 
has a strong similarity to equation (6.2), if we let w -+ Ra 1/2 w and 0 -+ Ra-1/20 
then the parametric dependence also moves to the spectral constraint 
fj 
= (IV012) + R(7-'wo) >0 for all suitable (w, 0) (6.5) 
where as before R=A Ra. Therefore, the same axgument for a critical R indepen- 
dent of the choice of A also holds for this convection problem. 
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6.1.2 A scaling assumption 
Consider a family of functions O(R) that marginally satisfy the spectral constraint 
(SC-neutral functions parametrised by R). Optimisation over the balance parameter 
which remains is set aside until later. Here we may be considering functions like the 
two-paxameter piecewise linear profiles used in Chapter 5 or optimal profiles with 
no optimisation over A carried out. Now assume that we know the scaling of the 
upper bound and that it has the form of a power-law scaling 
1101112 
- R'Y. (6.6) 
In the following discussion we will show that this scaling assumption implies that 
the optimal choice of A is a constant and we will give a formula for its derivation. 
6.1.3 Theorem: A= 0(l) 
The family of functions O(R) yields the upper bound 
<A (6.7) 4(A - 1) 
where the optimal \ is as yet unknown. Assuming that to first order 110'112 = CR-y 
we can differentiate the right hand side (6.7) with respect to A: 
A2 
- 2A cR^f + 
\2 dR 
cR'Y-l 4(A - 
1)2 4(A - 1) dA 
Y 
and set this to zero to find its maxima. Noting that R=A Re, in which case 
dR/dA = Re, we have 
which implies that 
or rearranging 
A-2 
R7 + -yRe, \R^f-1 = 07 3ý-- i 
2-A 




To summarise this proves that the optimal choice for A, given the asymptotic hy- 
pothesis (6-6), is an 0(1) constant and is calculated by formula (6.8). 
Owing to the similarities of the plane Couette flow and infinite Prandtl number 
convection bounding problems the formula for the optimal asymptotic value of A is 
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the same. For PCF -y =1 and therefore the optimal A= 3/2 by equation (6.8);, 
which agrees with the prediction in Kerswell (1997). For infinite Prandtl number 
convection with no-slip boundary conditions -/ = 1/3 and therefore the optimal 
A= 7/4. These limiting values axe confirmed by the numerical calculation of the 
corresponding optimal solution in Chapter 2 and Chapter 4. 
This result depends on the exact manner in which the A and Re (or other control 
parameter) dependence appears in the spectral constraint. More complex bounding 
problems, in which the spectral constraint is not parametrised by a single variable, 
here R= ARe, are not covered by this result. 
It can be shown that this result would also hold true if the upper bound scaled 
like Ral" (log Ra)'y2 for some constants -yj and y2. Equation (6.8) would still be true 
to leading order with first correction being a constant multiple of (log Ra)-1- The 
rate of convergence of A to its limiting value, would then be logarithmic instead 
of polynomial and signs of convergence might be hard to spot in numerical data 
spanning twenty decades of Ra. We note this because the optimal A in the 1-k 
no-slip problem experiences a logarithmically slow convergence rate. 
6.1.4 Conservative bounds and balance parameters 
The optimal choice of balance parameter discussed here is not globally optimal for 
all Re. It is only an asymptotic result owing to the analysis depending on knowledge 
of the slope of the bound with control paxameter. To connect smoothly to energy 
stability the balance parameter A takes the value 1 at Re = Re,. The balance 
parameter then converges to its limiting value at the same rate as the upper bound 
exponent converges to -y. 
This result also holds true for trial functions estimates of the optimal upper 
bound. In the first paper to include the balance parameter, Nicodemus et aL (1997a), 
employing the simplest one-parameter test functions, the authors showed that the 
optimal asymptotic balance paxameter was A= 3/2 for the shear flow problem which 
led to improvement of the prefactor of the upper bound estimate by 27/32. In fact, 
this asymptotic limit is correct for any family of test functions; Nicodemus et al. 
(1997b) also calculated an upper bound estimate using two-paxameter piecewise 
quadratic profiles with a numerical treatment of the spectral constraint and found 
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the same asymptotic behaviour for \. 
6.2 Empirical mean profiles 
In this section we study the effect of stipulating the shape of the turbulent mean 
profile on the sheax flow bounding problem. Our objective in imposing a turbu- 
lent mean was to investigate the internal consistency of the von Kkmin-Prandtl 
logarithmic friction law for the dissipation, or equivalently drag, with asymptotic 
behaviour as Re --+ oo, 
Re 3 
(log Re) 
in units of v 3/h4 . Using a simple one-paxameter background field with zero interior 
gradient we will show that imposition of a certain empirical mean profile leaves the 
optimal asymptotic scaling of the upper bound. unchanged not adding any logarith- 
mic factors. 
The traditional empirical mean profile is parametrised by the friction units u, 
and Re,. The change in the mean velocity away from the wall is denoted U(z), which, 
to be consistent with Chapter 2, is U= ! Re - U, -. In the non-dimensionalisation of 2 
Chapter 2 the wall shear is 
d9-U1 1 
az Z=l 2 
which (on taking the power integral of the Navier-Stokes equation) is computed to be 
-r = DIRe. The friction velocity length scale is then defined b U2 Yr= 7-, which implies 
that u, = V/D--/Re, and the friction Reynolds number is Re, = V'T-lRe. Now we 
can define the empirical mean profile U+ = U/u,, in the coordinate z+ = Re, (z + 
by, 
U+ =I 
Z+ for 0< z+ -< 
d+ 
aln z+ +b for d+ < z+ 5 Re, 
where a and b are fitting paxameters routinely taken to be 2.5 and 5.5 respectively. 
This description leads to a meeting point of the inner (viscous sublayer) and loga- 
rithmic outer region at d+ ;: zý 11. For simplicity we are considering a mean profile 
without a buffer layer between the viscous and inertial sublayers. A sketch of this 
mean profile is presented in figure 6.1. 
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Figure 6.1: Empirical mean profile U+. 
Note that in the standard problem it is found that D O(Re3) and hence in that 
case the friction Reynolds number scales as Re (Re, Re). We disregard what 
actually happens mid-channel to the velocity profile and concentrate instead on 
satisfying the law of the wall at the boundary. As Re --+ oo presumably the well 
mixed centre of the channel will have little effect on the slope of the mean profile. 
Estimates of integrals related to U+ will be made with this approximation in mind. 
Because the mean velocity is assumed odd across the channel we need only enforce 
that 0+ 71- ! Re +U for zE [0,11, where U is the change in the mean velocity 22 
away from the wall. 
6.2.1 Imposing a mean profile 
Consider the original CDH problem with one-dimensionaJ uni-directional background 
field O(z)iý with u=v+ O(z)jý. Using the Lagrange multiplier X(z), with boundary 
conditions X(I) = X(O) = 0, for imposing the mean velocity profile U(z) = U+(z)ur, 2 
the extended Lagrangian is 
,C= 
(IVU12) 
- (av - 
[Ut + U. VU +, V p_ V2U]) 
(6.9) 
- (X"(z) [0 + Ti- + ! Re - U(z)]) 2 
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The novel feature is that the fluctuation field and background are connected via 
+ -! Re + U. The non-dimensional scheme in Chapter 2 has the control 2 
parameter dependence Re on the boundary conditions 0(±! ) = :: F.! Re. In terms of 22 
0 and v the Lagangian is 
,C= (012 _ Xlio _ ((a - 1)IVVI2 + aviv3O' (6.10) 
- (a - 2)vio" + X"vi "(! Re - Uffl. -X 2 




TV 2(a -- ao' 0- Vp + 
[(a - 2)o" - X" x 
-Vj- Jlc 
ý- = O+Vl-- (! Re - U) = 0. X" 2 
Splitting field v into mean and fluctuating parts, v= -vlx- + P, then JC1Jv separates 
into the two parts 
1)V2- 
V3 
TV 2(a -v- ao' 0 -Vp=O, 
P, 
M= 
2(a - 1)Fi" + (a - 2)o" - x" = 0. 5 -vl 
The first is the familiar P, variational from the standard problem and the second now 
contains a -X" term. Using the boundary conditions we can integrate the second 
expression twice, as long as we stipulate that X(±.! ) = 0, to find that 2 
vj a2+ Rez) - ý(a 
x 
(a - 1) (a - 
Now let's drop X" and impose the constraint explicitly by substituting Vj- =( 12 Re - 
U) -0 into (6.10). In terms of the mean fields and P the Lagrangian. becomes: 
(0ý2 - (a - )VJ, 
2 + (a - 2)71'0") - go 
p2 - all'(O' - U')) - go (P) 
where 9= (a - 
1)(IVL; 12) + a(OTIP3). An upper bound is therefore available to us 
if 0 fulfils the spectral constraint: 9 ý: 0 for all divergence-free single-mode fields 
satisfying Dirichlet boundary conditions. 
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Now substitute U=-. ý/Re U+ into expression (6.11) 





ee Re Re R ee 




(U+101) + ((a- -a - go . 50 W-e Re 
and solving for D amongst SCstable background fields 10 1 go > 01 we find 
D< inf a 
2(u+loi)2 
(6.12) 
a, o 1+ -L((a - 
)U+, 2)] 
2 
Re I Re 
Let us investigate the scaling of this upper bound on D using the simplest one- 
parameter piecewise linear trial function. (These are the piecewise linear functions 
zero-valued in the interior and changing from ±! Re at the boundary to zero in 2 
a small distance 8 from the wall. ) If JO is the width of the viscous sublayer for 
the profile U+ then for some 6< Jo the spectral constraint will be satisfied (from 
Doering & Constantin, 1994, and others we know that the behaviour of the optimal 
trial function is 6- Re-' ). Since U+ = z+ = (z + .11 2)(D/. He)2 in the viscous 
sublayer we can calculate the numerator of expression (6.12) as follows: 
1 
and this integral is uniform in J< 80. 
FD Re 
e F 
dz = VD Re, 7Fe T 
Now we can make 5 as small as we like without changing the value of (U+'O') 
and in so doing we guarantee SC-stability, therefore the infirnum over a is attained 





The calculation of the denominator is more sensitive to the exact manner in which 
the mean profile connects on to the value of the velocity at the centre-line. However, 
the contribution will certainly be sub-dominant in this mid-channel region so we 
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neglect its contribution. Given JO , NýD-/Re 






Dý ( F7 
FFe- ) 
and using the fact that Di,,,,, = Re2 is a lower bound. Substituting this scaling result 
into (6.13) we find that D= O(Re3) in units Of V31h 4 or D= 0(1) in units of U3 1h. 
Therefore, to summarise, the form of the empirical mean profile U(z) = u, U+(z) 
is not inconsistent with a 1/(Iog Re)2 factor in the asymptotic scaling of the global 
energy dissipation rate. We still obtain a Kolmogorov type scaling result in which 





We began this thesis by describing the germination of the Howard-Busse method 
from the seed of Malkus's theories of turbulent convection. The discovery of an 
asymptotic multi-wavenumber method of solution by Busse, for Howard's problem 
with incompressibility, launched the theory into many new directions other than 
turbulent convection (Busse's 1978 review is a testament to this). Howard deter- 
mined in his review article of 1972 that the optimum theory could be made more 
potent if direct estimates of a rigorous upper bound, or computation methods for 
solving the problems Euler-Lagrange equations, could be devised. The Constantin- 
Doering-Hopf method is the answer to the former requirement. This thesis work 
is, it is hoped, an answer to the second requirement that constructive methods for 
numerical solution of the optimal equations be available. 
Kerswell's deduction in 1998 that the CDH method was a complementary, or 
dual, method for the HB method has provoked a pooling of tools in this subject. 
A numerical solution of the full CDH problem can be directly compared to Busse's 
asymptotic multi-k solutions. In Chapter 2 we perform the first numerical solution of 
Busse's plane Couette variational problem. We show that the spectral constraint of 
the CDH method assists the solution programme by enabling clear branch switching 
between multi-mode solution branches - this feature is unique to the CDII technique 
and is not available to a solution by the HB method alone. Direct comparison is 
made between Busse's asymptotic solution and our numerical solution, calculated to 
high enough Re such that asymptotic behaviour sets in; namely, one observes self- 
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similarity in the k-bifurcation diagram. Our solution supports Busse's predictions 
even at low Re and our upper bound prefactor is only 17% lower than he predicts 
which is happily within published error estimates. The upper bound we present is 
a 20% reduction on the previous best published bound of Nicodemus et al (1998a). 
Busse's assumption that the optimal fields are streamwise independent, and 
therefore two-dimensional, is used in the full solution of the optimal equations in 
Chapter 2. However, in Chapter 3 we show that at two well separated points in 
Ra this assumption is correct, and is almost certainly uniformly valid. it is clear 
that to improve upon the upper bound in Chapter 2 addition information must be 
incorporated into the variational functionaL A strategy for doing this is set out in 
the rest of Chapter 3. We consider a weak form of Malkus's second theory; that the 
turbulent mean profile is maxginally linearly stable; and formulate a direct extension 
of the PCF vaxiational problem. The Euler-Lagrange equations are slightly more 
involved for this problem because of the non-self-adjointness of the Orr-Sommerfeld 
equation. Our preliminary results show that standard optimal solutions of Chapter 
2 are linearly stable. In future work we plan to find a path from the solution branch 
in Chapter 2 to the LS-neutral branch of solution using continuation methods. 
In Chapters 4 and 5 we considered a novel bounding problem -infinite Prandtl 
number convection- with a pointwise linear time-independent momentum con- 
straint. This problem was particularly of interest due to the dissymmetry between 
the 1113 approach estimation for Nu of O(Ral/3), and the CDH approach invoking 
conventional functional estimates of O(Ra 2/5). Interestingly, the CDH method to- 
gether with some unconventional extra information yields an improved estimate of 
the form O(Ra 1/3 (log Ra)2/3) while Chan's n-k asymptotic solution have associated 
Nu which scale as f (n) [Ral/3 (log Ra)2/3 I 1-10-n ; where the asymptotic scaling of 
Ra 1/3 is arrived at by optimising over n, the number of boundary layers. This in- 
trigue set the scene for the work contained in Chapters 4 and 5. In Chapter 4 we 
solved the optimal equations for both no-slip and stress-free boundary conditions. 
The no-slip solution supported Chan's asymptotic exponent of 1/3. In Chapter 5 
enhanced test-functions were employed to calculate conservative estimates but again 
as in earlier research the elusive 1/3 exponent was not within our gasp. Worthy 
future investigation could focus on the role of the over-shoot observed in the mean 
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temperature just outside of the thermal boundaxy layer. The variant stress-free 
boundary condition was also studied and the optimal and conservative bound solu- 
tion were found to exhibit subtly different properties from the no-slip problem. The 
numerical evidence enabled Kerswell to solve the 1-k and 2-k asymptotic problems. 
The intrigue of Chan's infinite Prandtl number convection problem thus lives on. 
In the last Chapter two small results were described. The first of these states that 
the balance parameter is always an 0(1) number for the bounding problems studied 
here. Therefore, it cannot have an effect on the asymptotic scaling of the upper 
bound, and a formula for its asymptotic value in terms of the asymptotic upper 
bound exponent is stated. The second result in Chapter 6 attempts to imposes an 
empirical mean velocity profile on the standard PCF problem in order to improve 
the scaling of the dissipation rate bound. The hope was to try to induce logarithmic 
factors in the dissipation bound, however, the imposition of the mean failed to alter 
the asymptotic scaling of D= O(Re3). 
As well as the future directions of the work discussed in the previous paragraphs 
there are a number of problems of special interest in bounding theory at present for 
which our methods could be fruitfully applied. Problems for which additional con- 
straints can easily be included; such as two-dimensional convection with stress-free 
boundaxies including the enstrophy constraint; are logical starting points. Prob- 
lems which reduce to near two-dimensionality, such as pipe flow for which the axial 
symmetry implies only integer wavenumbers in the axial direction and hence a (2+e). 
dimensional solution space. Then one can pose the question: are upper bounds for 
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